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A GRATEFUL  TRIBUTE 

T O  MAN l 1 
ESPECIALLY THE BRITISH ¿+ FRENCH  ALLIED 

FORCES FORMERLY IN T H E   F I E L D  

AND CERTAIN  INDIVIDUALS 



HAVE endeavoured  as, far as possible 
in the following  pages to relate the 
facts of my experiences as they 

actually occurred, but 3s there; may be  found 
persons  who  will doubt the  truth of the 
narrative P append a letter from my chum, 
Sappi  Dunn, whose signature has been 
witnessed by a Sister of the Hospit91 in which 

L, he was lying wounded at the time. 
The  original is in  the  hands of my pub- 

lishers, as is also other evidence  which I &-n 

bound in honour not to publish. 
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t THE A U T H O K  I N  PRIT'ATE L I F E  

SAPPER 
DOROTHY LAWRENCE 

, -  

C H A P T E R  I 

AT CREIL 

T was in midsummer 1915 that  an 
English girl cycled alone into  that 
part of the war zone situated  in those 

days fifteen miles  from the firing-line near 
Paris. Any gifl-cyclist wodd have looked 
out of harmony  with (war's surroundings 
which marked  Northern  France at the time ; 
and this  particular girl-cyclist would have 
looked inharmonious in  any possible sur- 
roundings except primzval chaos. She was 
a picture of unloveliness. I am that girl in 
Question ; I can  make that  statement ! 

i rode on a Iamshackle cycle, priced origin- 
A I 
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SAPPER DOROTHY LAWRENCE 

tion of (‘ settling accounts ” by fencing duels 
in  the Bois  de  Boulogne, it left to France 
the spirit of fencing that belittles Germany 
to-day. In  the café at  Creil that spirit, 
demonstrating its survival, showed in  trivial 
actions of lithe parries with forks in use as 
imaginary swords, and changing facial ex- 
pression that skimmed momentarily over 
features in just such manner as  the fencer 
changes tactics at  one instant’s notice. Yes, 
the French die. gracefully.  English die 
doggedly.  Americans die contentedly. 1 

When the  English. girl watched these 
French of to-day,  they did not happen to be 
dying gracefully. At  that particular moment 
they ate-not remarkably gracefully. As 
already stated, Creil  was a French base ; 
there were  soldiers in billets all over the town. 
Where I stayed these soldiers used to come, 
with jokes that never failed to accompany 
orders for drinks or hard-boiled eggs. Laugh- 
ing always ! And with such splendid joie  
de  vivre ! These  men  faced war as English- 

8 

A T  CREIL 

men  face the ring in a boxing bout. In  the 
evening these fioihs swarmed in, stuffed 
hard-boiled  eggs into bulging knapsacks, 
sipped coffee at  cafe tables, went out,  and 
were next  heard at daybreak, perhaps as 
early as four, marching on one straight road 
to the trenches. Occasionally familiar faces 
again  looked in ; often, far oftener they never 
agiin looked in ; many found Death in those 
signposts that directed their  steady  tread, 
at the break of day, from  smoke-swept 
Creil to  the front-line trench fifteen  miles 
away. 

1 noticed particularly that  the fioihs 
possessed far more  pocket-money than I had 
expected Despite one sou of pay per day, 
evev man managed to be always spending 
at  the base. Lgter I learned how  wives sent 
regular remittances, often deducted from 
scanty earnings in  the hayfield, ensuring 
comfort to  the men  when these husbands 1 

should leave the trenches. This sacrifice l i 

Qn &e part. of French peasantry  appears b i. 

(5, 
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SAPPER DOROTHY LAWRENCE 

usual rather  than exceptional i freely it is 
offered as one  impulse united with that 
embodied spirit of France in which French- 
women  offer their sons to reinforce the  battle- 
field of beautiful France. Frenchwomen do 
it as a matter of course.  Frenchwomen at  
Creil  were typical of French womanhood as 
a whole. They worked incessantly. But  in 
all the  heat of industry  they kept gding all 
their domestic duties. Peasants at  Creil 
calmly continued preparing déjezwer in 
kitchens where . ,  the wálls were only kept 
up  by wooden planks thrust against .the 
sides. 

Suddenly some  newsboy would come past 
the door with his cries o$ the  latest war-news. 
Soldiers  flocked out towards this  lad. He 
turned out  to be a coster, displaying-glaring 
maps on the bac.ks of which appeared,all  the 
-comic  songs in vogue  among the troops. Me 
earned his centimes,  passed  on  his  way and 
hdloed farther up the. street. Excitement 
evaporated. Once  more la  petite Anglaise ” 

G 

IO 

i 

. A T  CREIL 

attracted  attention. How did she come in 
this unusual manner ? Not a nurse I Not a 
qniformed  worker, then why here ? I ex- 
plained I wanted to look, around ; and  just 
a few.  won my confidence  enough .for me to 
say, “ I want to go right into  the fii-ing- 
line.” At  least one man suggested that I: 

I . should go there as a French floaaOa. Un- 
happily my English accent might perhaps 
betray identity; acquaintances and I aban- 
doned that idea. 

Owing to the  fact that often there came 
to  the caflit men  who  could speak Esglish 
fluently, through their kindness IL: was enabled 

, 

to see far more of Creil than otherwise  would 
have proved to be  possible. A t  first it was 
necessary for me to, make one point  quite 
clear. My p ~ i h  friends really must not 
make love ! “ Ida petite Anglaise ” preferred 
that  they should refrain from these little 
temptations. After that, . black-bearded 
Southerners, blue-eyed French boys, and  the 
little English  girl got on famously together. 

I I  



SAPPER DOROTHY LAWRENCE 

We all sat fishing,  for instance, on the same 
bank. I usually caught nothing, despite 
worms put on for me, time  after  time, except 
a cold in my inside ! 

The  shop windows at Creil varied between 
displays of prosperous trade  and straw- 
strewn floors.  Shops had been commandeered; 
French soldiers lay billeted on their floors. 
Goods sold rapidly from other shops that 
managed to cater in any way  for the war. 

. Sentinels guarded (:bridges that spanned the 
narrow river ; and sentinels barred the 
highway at every turn of the road. But  in 
the market-place life went on as uwal. 
Venders said, however,  how living -expenses 
for a peasant exceeded by &I a month  their 
cost price at the outbreak of hostilities 5 
and it was only at  that time midsumme,r 
of 1915. Undersized cabbages ,cost zd. each. 
None of the indispensable commodities 
seemed out of stock I felt unprepared 
for that fact when I visited the market- 
place. 

12 

AT CREIL 

Exorbitant -prices were the general rule. 
Meat had gone up gd. a lb. since the  war; 
butter sold at IS. IId. per  lb. ; and even 
Camembert  cheeses cost  od., and  not 7d. 
each. Oddly enough,  home-grown pears cost 
double  pre-war  prices, dearer than certain 
irnpoirted  food. Carrots sold no longer in 
bunches, but fetched Id. each p; and haricot 
beam. cost double the usual  price in 
xgrng, though they form one of the  staple 
French foods,  Fish  was particularly expen- 
sive. . 

In spite of every difficulty,  Creil market 
kept cheerful.  Venders stoically resigned 
themselves to L customers who had grown 
fussier than ever with money that must  da 
double its4 usual duty. Somehow barrows 
kept full. with -supplies ; and people lived 
tolerably on  well-prepared soups ; less meat ; 
vegetable concoctions ; fruit  both stewed and 
raw ; home-made jams ; cufé aH lait ; cream 
cheeses ; light wines ; artichokes and cream. 
Every one appeared healthy, except for his 

I 3  



SAPPER I~QROTHY LAWRENCE 

bad teeth. Hardly anyone possessed a 
complete set of natural dentals ! And 
drinking w,ater must be  held  responsible, 
I was told, for the decay that set in 
unusually early despite the naturally good- 
teeth. 

Land was kept. under good cultivation. 
Any hour ,of the  day showed entire families 
working in  the fields ; invalided soldiers 
tilled the soil and middle-aged  women, 
togethef with old men, bent double with age,# 
shared alike the toil of the fields. Babies 
sprawled amongst these pebple - cooing, 
seated there in fidds where parents threw 
shawls for their use  on the ground. Public 
gardens seemed in good order, with lamns 
trimmed and brigkit  flowers outlining every 
border. Six months earlier, the Boches  foirght 
fiercely by  the very  houses of this prospering 
t o w .  Eumble cottagers had  not slipped 
into war-panic ; their little homes  looked 
much as usual ; baskets, brilliant with 
geraniums,  swung in the wind outside each, 

I4 

AT CREIL 

homestead.  Shops kept open.  Hosiery, bow- 
ever, had gone up terribly ; cotton  scarcity 
caused, skirts  and velvet materials to be 
extremely expensive. No firm had shut 
down ' on -account of bankruptcy ; despiie all 
its trials the  little place kept its flag  flying. 
Men &cupied the,ir leisure in fishing hardly 
'ever did I see anyone drunk. 

Imrathe midst of this  quiet life,  war openedfire. 
With the screech of a motor siren, red-tabbed 
English officers Aàshed past  and into  the open 
country e h  raz+& for the front. They  hardly 
missed, in  that.  rapid progress, an endless line 
of heavy lorries, stacked with munitions, efi  
&w& for the  same destination. Again another 
noise, heavy crashing vibrated across, the dull 
summer air. - " H6las4 Hélas ! " c.ried the 
little Frenchwomàn. Fritz bombards -, 
a tswn five  miles distant. §he never 
stopped, however,. handing stoically across 
the counter relay after relay of hard-boiled 
%$F. I 

'six o'clock each evening marked another 
$ 5  



SAPPER DOROTHY LAWRENCE 

war  sensation ; at  that hour the  little railway 
station, bristling with agitation, witnessed 
ambulances that crowded  along the kerb to 
take heavy cases as far as Royaumont 
Hospital ; and slight  cases, refreshed, by 
hot drinks, handed out  by English  ladies, 
benefited through the movable canteen estab- 
lished  for their use. So often ' Sisters of 

I Mercy passed in rough waggons. on their 
way to succour  dying  soldiers at distant 
hospitals, while, near these solitary forms of 
gentle  nurses, there marched at times 'the 
contrasting sight A of begrimed  soldiers, laugh- 
ing, and on the march in brightly-hued 
uniforms  splashed with war-horror ! Góing 
through Creil, these men  passed  officers, 
seated at café tables, playing  dominoes as 
recreation OB '! rest " days. Officers ap- 
peared as " paying guests " at one franc 
daily ; -soldiers  were billeted at ' State 
charges, 

Excellent feeling existed between the 
civilians and the military under 4he unusual 

16 
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j A T  CREIL 
j ~ 'experience of a manufacturing town  flooded 

"th $io26pious. Ranks appeared amenable 
i to authority ; there was, apparently, no  sign 

, cafes sought to " mother " these French 
soldiers, and, temporarily at  least, these 
patromzes in  their turn received regard as 
little mothers. Every  type of man, as apply- 
ing to ,appkarance, dropped in sooner or later 

r . at one  café or another :; youthful, fair-haired 
' .  q5ioq5ims marched  side by side  with  black- 

bearded Southerners, veterans of service in 
'70, .and occasionally  full-breeched and be- 
fezzed -Turcos7, joined the throng. 

These  men talked in those days often about 
their absent families,  unexpected separation 
often  divided  children  from  mothers, also 
sisters  from their  little brothers. One  of the 
railway  employés said that  the Germans, 
having invaded the departement where  he 
had lived, left him  with no idea where  'his  wife 
and children found refuge ! 

-E&yday-life a t  Creil outlined that dis- 

I 
1 of drunkenness or disorder. Patyonnes at 

B 17 
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SAPPER DOROTHY LAWRENCE A T  CREIL 
factories, I saw the  latest French war inven- 
tions under experiment. Machinery turned 
out steel bars, varying between  massive rods, 
thicker than a man’s arm,  and slender rams 
appearing frailer than ordinary lead pencils. 
In large rooms sounded throbs from  revolving 
cylinders 5 apparatus perpetually revolved 
molten metal ; and  other machinery noisily 
bored,  clipped, ch’opped, and sectioned. This 
sort of work represented the occupation od 
nearly every male  worker ,at  Creil in these 
days ; indeed, Creil ranks ás one of the chief 
manufacturing centres in Northern France. 
Lik in it typifies life in all surrounding 

parcel  joggled  along behind the saddle ; and 
a, long  fishing-rod extended itself  full-length 
down my back ! This rod stretched  out 
beyond my head and only managed to skirt 

. the  back wheel af my cycle ! Thus I 
l departed. 

l 

districts. -. . 

For this reason 1 wished for other experi- 
ences at  Senlis ; there Germans had  not long, 
ago fought  and pillaged. I applied for sauf- 
co.Ptduit, permitting brief visits to Senlis. 
Readily this was granted. So; jumping  ’on 
my cyde one lovely afternoon, I made off 
towards Senlis.  Soldiers  waved au revoir 
fr9m the caf6  where I had  stayed ; my  old 

20 
21: 
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SAPPER DOROTHY LAWRENCE 

bit of a dust ! Nothing  more.  And 1 picked 
myself up, together with cycle and bundle, 
and  started on again. Maybe this  little 
exercise  occurred  five times on the road to 
Senlis 1 Perhaps  spectatorsmistook me for a 
cyclist acrobat intent on practising his tricks. 

On.my arrival at Senlis, I saw  how terribly 
it revealed the shattering achieved by recent 
German  invasion. Entire  streets lay  in heaps 
of bricks and mortar; yet, again, as in Creil, 
opposite, houses intact faced these signs. of, 
ruin. Ridiculous little evidences of war, 
not without their muté,  pathetic appeal, 
crossed  one’s path  at every turn. Here, a 
signboard, stating that haircutting could  be 
done at this shop, jutted outwards -to  the 
road from  a  mere mound of -bricks.  These 
bricks  were all that remained of the shop 
that  the signboard once faithfully described. 
Elsewhere sat such articles as berusted tin 
kettles with spouts bespattered with brick- 
dust. Senlis ridway  station looked, perhaps, 
most remarkable of all this ruin 3 portions of 

24 

SLEEPING  IN SENLIS FORESTS 

its woodwork appeared scarcely touched, 
while treble rows of window  frames  gaped 
with empty edges on which not one pane of 
glass remahed. 

Occasionally  war refrains from ravaging ; 
it makes ruin &th a precision of detail 
worthy, through its neatness of workmanship, 
to vie with any fine needlework  done by 
aged spinsters’ hands ! Spectators of that 
Senlis station might easily  believe that only 
glaziers’  skill had removed ,dl the windows 
from the station ; really a shell  formed the 
chisel that  cvt oat, with nicety of touch, each 
pane of window  glass. 

Trains ran as usual from the  station ; 
and, indeed, life as usual  prevailed in this 
neighbourhood. , It seemed strangely quiet 
here, in this agricultural district, as-compared 
with’ the bustle o f  life,  &nifiCant of the neigh- 
bouring factory town. Yet-row upon row 
stood ‘those plain wooden  crosses.  Among 
them To m unknown  Soldier ’’ ;. here and 
there stood crosses that lacked any record of 

25 



SAPPER DOROTHY LAWRENCE 

name or regiment. Mighty little row of 
“ contemptibles,” standing stiffly to attention, 
a5 sunshine or rain touched each with Nature’s 
varying glory in  perpetud benediction. 

‘ I  Over there, in that corner,  lies . our 
maire,” said one of the townsfolk. So 
quietly at rest lay  that brave mayor ; shot- 
ruthlessly, as all %he world knows - the 
victim of German savagery. They took 
him out  and  ‘just  shot him.” That was all. 
Not far off spread one of the earlier> battle- 
fields, situated  hardly outside the town. 
Nothing gory marked -its area. Mercifully, 
Nature beds her wounds quickly. Grass 
already covered the shell-holes,  green  leaves 
sheltered the places only lately laid open. 
One revolting scene of butchery occurred at 
this place,  holding yet its mementoes of 
crime, in a cottage on a road that led from 
Senlis to  the country. Sticking out, among a 
heap of ruins, an iron leg of a bedstead 
rusted in all weather. This was pointed out 
to me. 

26 
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‘ I  You  see that bed ? ” said a villager. 
I nodded. 

On that bed they (roasted alive a bed- 
ridden old  woman, afteqmuring kerosene oil 
upon her and  the cottage.” 

He knew  full details, this man. It hap- 
pened that  the victim had been  his mother- 
in-law. He  had fled  from the invasion, 
taking with. him both wife and child. On 
his return eye-witnesses related  what had 
happened. In justice let it be said, however, 
that ;the :general confusion attendant on 
bombardment tends to minimize the powers 
of ‘observation of villagers who stand  in 
danger \of instant death. 

Apparently German behaviour varied be- 
tween. treatment of their civilian  foes that 
would make Nero blush and  ‘the cold  indiffer- 
ence of conquering hosts. 

“ They merely marched in here,” said some 
townspeople,-thoughnot at Senlis,-“ordered 
food, ate it, and marched out again.” 

Other people said : 
27 



SAPPER DOROTHY LAWRENCE 

“ Oh, they  just made themselves quite at 
home. They took what they wanted.” 

Elsewhere,  ‘wholesale murder formed the 
order of the day. 

The recuperative energy possessed. by 
French people in a singularly strong degree 
makes it possible  for France to recover , 

speedily  from her worst blows.  And their 
calm stoicism, so peculiarly Fiench, mikes 
Frenchwomen  heroines in time of war.  Mark 
that leave-taking of the &ih. Here let me 
briefly  describe it. I happened to be in a 
French home  when its master returned to 
the trenches, There was celebrated a family 
feast before the soldat started off, to which 
his brothers-in-law with their families  came, 
as well as his own  people. Conversation 
grew rather significant. 

í c  I hope I shan’t be  maimed,” said,  the 
young husband, glowing at  that time with 
health  and youth. “Die,  far rather.” 
Adding, ‘‘ Oui ! ma petite,” as the wife  pro- 
tested. ‘‘ You think now that you’d love 

28 
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SLEEPING IN SENLIS FORESTS 

me just the same if I came  home legless or 
armless. But think of it ! Maimed ! No ! 
As years passed  you’d  grow to feel I was a 
burden.” 

In those words this  man voiced what 
thous.ands  feel, both English and French, 
on both sides of the Channel. Happily, men 
laever understand women ; they dó not 
redize that m$med men win deepened love, 
with its maternd instinct, from their women- 
folk. He got up from the table, disappeared 
into  the  òther room,  leaving the door hdf- 
open. There he took  his wife in his arms ; 
th& walked out of the flat. At his  wish, his 
wife. did not even go to the window as he 
walked up  the  street ,; instead, she passed 
into  the  little kitchen and  started washing up 
the .tea-things ! Typical picture, this ; it 
stands for French homes to-day. 

‘ I  

O d y  two nights elapsed  before I was told 
that I must leave Senlis, my saaf-cortdflit 
expieng  after forty-eight hours’ stay there. 
During my brief visit, gendarmes grew very 

29 
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the dense  pines qppeared to dwarf any living 
human figure, Suddenly heavy booms. rent 
the air i; and guns bellowed-evidently I _  very 
near a t  hand. So here 1 was ! Here, under 
gun-fire,  alone at midnight, in this weird forest ! 
Plunging my hand into my bag 1 felt among 
stove and bread till I caught hold of a candle. 
This I pulled out. I then  set it up among the 
leaves on the ground, ~ Lighting the spirit- 
stove that I pulled out  next, I proceeded 
to prepare supper by boiling an egg in water ; 
and  this water I: intended to use later for 
cocoa. But  the candle would persist in 
wobbling  over ! 

And I heard sounds 5 yes, unmistakable 
sounds, though no creature came th&@ 
this pitch darkness. These sounds continued ; 

ut I could  only  see those straight old trees 
as they  shot. skywards. Eater L realized 
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had it been daylight, one could not have seen 
the  sky ; under my feet, as I I walked, dead 
leaves  crackled  fearsomely through thÍs 
wonderful  silence. I sat down.  Overhead 

T H E  AUTHOR IK SENLIS FORESTS 



SLEEPING IN SENLIS FORESTS 

that fore'sts  never  sleep ; teeming life  keeps 
them ever wakefui. Here, invisible beasts 
made pleasant chorus ,ln their myriads ; a 
steady purring and whirring sound they 
made,  while,  belching only ten miles away, 
cannons  occasionally  killed this chorus - by 
boom I boom 1 ,boom 1 As though to 
punctuate,  there set in a quick tap ! tap ! 
tap ! -MitGailleuse ! 1 could'  not sleep. 
Rats . came to investigate me. Squirrels 
'scuttled up for a look. Invisible little beasties 
heaved up b y  leafy bed with an accompani- 
ment of purrings, cracklings, and creakings. 
All those countless sounds made chorus within 
the world of animal life that composes a 
forest's population' of animals, beasts, and 
insects. 

And the cold ! Oh, never, never $hall I 
forget how intensely cold those nights can 
be, those nights that follow hot summer 
days. 'By  3 a.m.  cold penetrated my very 
bones: Despite my covering of blanket coat, 
cold  seemed to freeze my blood. No one 
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could have persuaded me that midsummer 
Qights in forests dould  be so .utterly cold. 
It was incredible ! How thankful I felt, 
as I walked about  in the gloom, when 
shafts of moonlight  pierced those massed 
trees, and one little robin perched in  the 
grey dawn of early morning to sing his 
breakfast carol on the borders of the 
forest. 

In ever  such a hurry I picked up my linen 
bag and away I went. I made towards 
the river, far from  forests,  hoping to bathe 
before any agricultural workers started their 
labours in  the fields. Disappointment met 
me. Already  men  were  guiding  machines 
over the rich  fields.  And I ran  the risk of 
being caught by these men as I bathed- 

. they might turn towards 'the ,river at' any 
minute. I postponed  my dip. Instead of it 

I 

I took a picnic breakfast, .followed by a 
journey to  the river, with my fishing-rod. 1 

Somehow I hoped I might catch my dinner 
from that river ; it happened to be noted 
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for its fine  fish. By this time I found myself 
,practically without money. 

Soon I was  joined by a French officer. He 
fished.  And  he  gave  me  experienced aid. 
Together we managed to catch half a dozen 
poor .gasping creatures, each about  the size 
of swollen  minnows ! I became  'possessed 
of 'the  joint. catch ; and  later it made my 
dinner: Farther down the river I dared not 
venture ; that vigilant gendarme certainly 
intended to catch sight of. me. SO I walked 
about for . some hours, and fished again. 
Thus passed another day. Night drew  on ; 
with it I must make new plans. No more 
forest beds ; they .were too cold ! I decided 
on  cornfields in place of forests. Corn-, 
stacks~  dotted every field ; about five bundles 
formed  one stack. Under  one stack X could 
surely manage to conceal  myself.  Anyhow 
I resolved to try. 1.  proceeded to a selected 
stack ; 'and arrived at  it  when the shadows 
began to fall. Thrusting aside sheaves of 
barley I managed to crawl into  the middle 
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here, barricaded by aorn, I started preparation 
for the evening  meal. Lightingup  the spirit- 
lamp, I managed to  get some heat  into cocoa 
.and water. I drank  this mixture. 

I pushed myself farther  into the stack, 
gathered up my knees under my chin,  pulled 
one  sheaf  over the aperture I had made and 
then I tried for  sleep.  Oh, the buzzing that 
went on within the cornstack! It was 
fifty times worse than  the noises in  tliat 
forest ! Myriads of tiny, invisible  insects 
sat congregationally  over their evening 
prayers. Or  was it quarrelling ? None told 
which it was ! Anyhow they  talked. Mean- 
while I became  one living mass of swollen 
bites. Harvest bugs, I suppose.  Stifling 
heat  set  up  in  this compressed  space ; and 1 
could not rest five minutes. I stayed there, 
though ; I dared not go into  the town, 
unless as a passing traveller e% rozde. for some 
given  place. I had  to remain among these 
fields or be vanquished in my exploit of 
getting to the front. Of fields  or  failure, I 
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preferred  fields, so I stayed where I lay. I ,  

'Up till now I 'had  obtained no means of 
gettin-g nearer the fighting line. 

the  front that I èndured insects, heat, delayed I 
baths, and vigilant gendarmes. No informa- 

' tion likely to- help my project had come so 
far. In view of this  fact I resolved, there- 
fore, on returning to Paris. There I hoped, 
perhaps, that further opportunities might 
arise  for getting '' out there " ; on this mission 
I íntended to  take risks in order to test 
very many of Life's applied principles ; hence, 
after a second night  in, those  cornfields, I set 
forth,for' Paris once more, , 

And it was in order that I should get to 
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IN SOLDIER’S CLOTHES 

, N  August 1.915 the city of Paris was 
no longer in a state of paralysis. 
The sudden cessation of normal life 

at the outbreak of war had given  place to 
intense activity, with war-work as its  pivot; 
every Parisian was busy, and idle visitors 
either became rapidly absorbed into that great 
working  machine or fled  from Paris, inspired 
to flight by sheer  loneliness amid this scene 
of life.  Never had those wonderful  boule- 
vards appeared fuller with martial splendour 
than when, in  the scorching sun of this hot 
summer, khaki lads, side by side  with  blue- 
uniformed French troops-all  spending their 
brief leaves in Paris-sat together outside 
cafés. 
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Along the main thoroughfares one  passed 
shuttered shops with ‘‘ Mobilisé ” written 
outside, ocGasionally interrupting  the con- 
tinuous line of business  houses. Swiftly 
travelling along these broad roads, Red Cross 
cars skirted  other traffic, pavements swarmed 
blue with the . weather-soiled  uniforms of 
French soldiers. Each evening the main 
Parisian stations  let down their gangways 
fòr long lines -of troops, men  come  home  for 

’ i, 

I 

\ 

l 

short’ ieave ; and mothers and sisters passed 
along the ~ kerb to greet their loved  ones. 
Throughout six. weeks I had watched these 
scenes daily;  and my resolve  grew  with the 
weeks in determination to  get. “ out there.” 

On that  June afternoon when the English 
Channel boat glided gently out from harbour, 
accompanied by  the t~sud. rope-creaking and 
first lift of the great anchor, I felt, as the 
stretches’ of grey-blue water widened  between 
England’s mainland and our boat, a queer 
presentiment that adventures lay  in store 
for me ; I wondered whether I should set  foot 
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again in this country. c‘ Perhaps I shall 
never come back.  Anyhow I mean &o get 
into  the very thick of it. And  if I die  or if 
I am  killed,  well, I die, that’s all ; I live ; ‘l. 
and  my corruptible hide simply parts com- 
pany with me.” Thus I spoke to myself, 
adding : “ I’ll  see what an ordinary English 
girl, without credentials or money, can accom- 

there, I’ll  see whether I cannot go one better 
than these big  men with their cars, credentials, 
and money. I’ll see what I can manage as 
a war-correspondent i ” In those words lay 
the drift of my thoughts. 

‘‘ Please just give  me ;the barest means 
of getting out there 5 that is,  permission 
to- üse the name of the paper. I don’t 
want a big salary ! Just give  me  enough to 
get there, leave the rest to me.” So I 
pleaded  with  each big London paper, un- 
availingly. 

‘‘ Nonsense, of cuuyse not. Do you suppose 
we’re  going to send a woman out there when 
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even our own war-correspondents can’t get 
out for love or  money ? ” 

It happened that a very  fine  paper  passed 
That remark. Yes, it seemed  reasonable 
enough ! Some of the most renowned  war- 
correspondents in the world, worthy of 
respect, as honourable  individuals, whom it 
was  hoped that  the War Office might trust 
enough to allow YeasorcaGZe facilities, subject 
rightly to military veto-these  men  kicked 
their heels  while  railing at senseless Fate ; and 
Rolls-Royce  cars  puffed  outside,  unable to run 
their owners to Victoria Station e% route for 
the front. 

I ‘  Of course if you  could  get to  the 
fyorct, well, then it wouZd----”-incomplete~ 
sentence never  finished - said a certain 
news editor, speaking  heedlessly  without 
the slightest  notion of conveying  definite 
orders. 

‘‘ I’m hanged if. H won’t t&,” thought I. 
To my lasting regret I failed as a war-corre- 
spondent, promises  made  subsequently to the 
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War Office cut  out  any usefulness in that 
direction. 

Under certain conditions  newspapers rule 
the- fate of nations ; events in this war 
reveal this as an incontrovertible fact. One 
newspaper in England practically turned the 
tide, in  the years 1914-18, that swept into 
obloquy the  fate of the proud  Hohenzollern 
race and freed the life of the Allied nations. 
I n  that perpetually moving  invisible  machin- 
ery of the World’s mind, newspapers,  recluses 
emerging day or night from dark revolving 
cylinders in rooms buried far back in narrow 
little Fleet Street, silently tilted crowns  from 
sovereign heads and recast personæ in the 
world‘s  ceaseless drama. Pulse of the world 
recording the whole  life of that great body 
in one concentrated beat ! So to  the mind of 
the writer appears any dominating news- 
paper ; by day  and night gathering its news, 
like life-blood in perpetual flux, and varying 
with the World’s day ; it then concentrates 
the whole by morning  edition  or  evening 
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edition, representing, as it were,  within that 
fold of printed matter called “ newspaper ” 
the  beat of the great World’s  pulse. 

Arrived  again in Paris, I renewed  my 
efforts to  find likely opportunities of help  for 
getting away.  Two  assets  came in usefully. 
By instinct P know  wh,ether a man is trust- 
worthy from a woman’s point of view, 
whether he is likely to take any advantage of 
her. I can re¡y equally well  on the instinctive 
power that tells me  for what work individual 
men happen naturally to be suited. Those 
two assets have been  useful to  me throughout 
life ; and never  more  useful than on the 
occasion of this great adventure. 
. FTom Paris cafés I chose  my first two  male 
assistants. Two khaki soldiers,  two  amongst 
thousands with which Paris appeared flooded, 
soidiers with faces of clean-minded  -boys ; 
they sat with rather lonesome  expressions 
opposite  one of the Paris railway stations. 
“ They’ll do,” I. said. By  flashes I pick 
units for. any organization which I undertake, 
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Success ,depen&  wholly  on types and  the 
personalities in each type. In absolute 
frankness , I  spoke to each man  in  the tone 
of an Englishwoman who salutes a fellow- 
countryman. No one  here in England can 
imagine with what wistful  longing  those khaki 
men out  there wish  for  even the tiniest :bit of 
home. Just  to speak with an English girl 
means  home  grown nearer. I knew their 
feelings.  And I knew those two seated  in 
the ciafé represented men’ who happened to 
be the  sort ;who badly wanted any  bit of 
home. 

J%~llo boys,” I said. 
They looked up in surprise ; but very soon 

we three were talking and laughing together 
at the ‘table. How wholesomely glad these 
men felt to see “ one of us ” ! We talked 
about home. Soon I learnt exactly how many 
children  one  man  possessed-nine, as it hap- 
pened-and that his  bachelor mate  had come 
home recently from India. For five minutes, 
these khaki boys  wondered, I adnlit, whether 
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I was “ out for  love ” ! Of their own accord 
they soon put  that idea out of their heads. 
Before we had talked for a quarter of an hour 
I said bluntly : 

“ I want to get out  to  the  front as a soldier. 
Will  you help me 3 ” 

They looked at me. 
I C  But what do you want us to do ? ” 
“ Well, the first essential means  uniform, 

doesn’t it ? ’ T  replied. 
About this time there appeared no scarcity 

of spare uniforms, and several fairly good 
specimens. happened to be about  the place 
where  theselllads  were billeted. My two new 
acquaintances, struck with the spirit of sport‘ 
afforded by this adventure, agreed straight 
away to help. They undertook to find  my 
outfit ; it must consist  of‘ jacket, badge, cap, 
pattees,  shirt, and boots. No light matter 
for  two . privates to supply. In subsequent 
meetings I tried  in  return to offer them some 
slight token of my gratitude, showing my 
companions round Paris and giving whatever 
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scant hospitality lay within my quickly 
emptying purse. 

“ How is  this outfit to  change hands  without 
arousing~ suspicion 3 ” 1 asked. 
, . “ Let I them think it is our washing.” . 

I might say  that Frenchwomen usually’did 
Tommy’s  washing, and he used’ to bring i t  
out, wrapped in paper, My new friends 
said : 

“ Every  night we’ll  come out with our 
washing, wrapped in newspaper, and you 
must  take it from  us. By degrees we’ll get 
you everything.” 

Regularly after that I used to meet the 
men under the trees of a famous boulevard, 
and  the “ washing” changed hands  there. 

‘ I  Nullo,  Bill, what yer got there ? ” asked 
a comrade. 

‘‘ Only the washing.” 
Surprising how much I ‘  linen ” can leave 

one billet from two men in a week.! The 
great wash happened to be a pair of military 
boots;  the second  wash consisted of khaki 
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trousers 3 whilst the  third newspaper  parcel 
to change hands under those trees turned  out 
braces, jacket, cap, shirt,  and puttees ! Sa 
much for that week’s  wash 1 What a lark ! 
HOW a dear old C.O. would have sworn  or 
laughed ! This outfit carne into my posses- 
sion without more ado than “ Good night ” 
from passing  soldiers. I would approach ; 
be saluted ; walk a little way ; and  then 
lìoist under my arm a parcel, as I jumped on 
my cycle, siding away through the growing 
dusk. I rode straight to my hotel, situated 
on the outskirts of Paris. On qrrival I tried 
on these clothes in my room. 

Reader, have‘you ever attempted to incline 
trousers,in  the way that  they should go on a 
female figure?  They do not  knsw the way, 
and suddenly you realize that neither do 
you ! Unfortunately I could not decently 
call in masculine assistance ; whereas I suffered 
the usual ignorance of “only child and 
orphan ” who never  sees brothers’ discarded 
“brigs.” . I was left done  to struggle with 
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unknown buttons, braces, and  the  divisim 
sum of how to make a ,big body go into \ a  
small size of trousers ! Eventually I got 
in by a series of jumps, jerks, and general 
tightening up!  Puttees proved equally re- 
fractory ; and I had t o  postpone putting 
them on until I could  be taught what 
to do. 

My third difficulty  was  how to discover 
some means of reducing my robust figure tó 
masculine  slimness; I managed it this' way. 
Enveloping myself in swathes of bandages, 
like a mummy, I pulled these swathes taut 
around my body, 'after the removal of all 
ordinary  attire.  Even  then the waistline 
showed above the  dip of my back. So X 
padded my back with layers of cotton wool. 
Then  my shoulders outlined the division  be- 
tween my back and  the padding ! I finished 
by making, out of sacking, a big apron, which, 
suspended by strings, I slung down my back, 
fixing it over layers of  wool, thus making 
of my back one flat surface. In final. effect 
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my outfit might deceive any eye ; it  revealed 
a thick-set ' and plump ,figure, finished by a 
mmewhat small head ,and a boyish  face. 
,Here stood some  Engli'sh  boy, hardly more 
than eighteen years  of age ! 

'( We don't mind helping  you, kiddy," said 
the -khaki men. " You'll  never get near 
enough to be in danger." 

Later, 1 paraded under the trees in  the 
boulevards, actually in uniform, if I remember 
rightly, accompanied by the two real soldiers 
who met me at  the gates of Paris ; ,they 
walked  beside  me, marshalling me along the 
boulevards while instqction took place in 

military d>rill and correct step. 
Not many days subsequent to  these per- 

formances. there occurred 'what I felt might 
mean doorn to all my hopes. The patropz of 
the hotel where I stayed discovered my 
uniform ! C.arelessly,going out,  without lock- 
ing my bedroom  door, I left my precious 
uniform in  the cupboard. On my  return, 
later  in  the  day, I di-scovered in a, wineglass, 
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placed on my table, just one scrap of’ brown 
paper, bearing an address,. that had been 
torn off my paper parcel. Horrors ! Some 
one had opened that cupboard door. All 
my  little plans  seemed to collapse as I. 
picked up that  bit of paper with its address. 
What an awful moment I endured ! Then I 
recovered ; 1 went straight with it  to  the 
patvon ! 

“ Some  one has been in my room. This is 
what I have found,” I exclaimed. 

But his  face  looked quite blank. 
‘‘ I can’t read that address,’’  he replied. 

We looked at  each other squarely ; a smile 
crept over his face, and he added, “ That’s 
ee lesson  for  you never to leave your door 
unlocked  when  you stay  in  an hotel. I am 
the culprit. And I just did that  to give  you 
a lesson.” 

Later I found what true (‘ sporty ” friends 
I had in  the fiatybn and his wife ; neither 
gave away my secret ; and when I did 
cycle off for the  front I chase as one of 
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my L‘ accomplices ” our (patyon, who fastened 
on with his own hands the incriminating 
uniform behind my cycle. Quite frankly I 
confided to  the fjatr0P.l my intentions;  and 
he helped them along in every innocent 
way. 

Though I had my uniform I appeared as 
far  as ever from the fulfilment of my dreams. 
I had’ no passport. I saw no means of 
getting one. My khaki friends, two of the 
Leicester Regiment, said : 

‘ I  If you can get to Béthune you  will be 
all right. ’ From there you can easily get on 
to  the trenches.” 

“.Yes, but I cannot  get  there. Bdthune 
is the  front of the  front ; no civilian 
may go there.  Even  in soldier’s uniform 
I could not go without a pass from head- 
quarters.” 

Hours of cogitation followed this announce- 
ment ; it faced the  latest dilemma.  At last 
solutions seemed to be coming through. 

,“ You can make out that for yourself,” 
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said my two. comrades. (‘ Write,” they 
directed. And E wrote :’ 

(‘ PASS 
(‘ Private Denis Smith has leave to be. 

absent from his quarters from  August ~ 6 t h  
till August ~ 3 r d  on  special  business. 

( C  Signed --- , Commanding  Officer, 
Ist Leicestershire  Regiment.’” 

It had become customary €br private soldiers 
to make out their own  passes, leaving  only 
space for the signature of the C.O. My 
handwriting easily adjusts itself to  suit  any 
hand ; .and I wrote out  the pass and  the 
blank without difficulty. In selecting a name 
for the signature, I chdse what happened to 
be fictitious, thus avoiding all semblance of 
forgery. To get the stamped impress af 
headquarters’ stamp, I purchased a disc 
from a cycle shop which, tempered with 

arking ink, might give the desired effect. 
This done 1 was rehearsed by my friends- 
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who knew  Béthune-in the names of the 
officers  belonging to (‘ my ” regiment ; where 
I must say I had come from, if questioned; 
which troops would share my billet ; and 
how and where to join my regiment. I 
tried to get a pay-book,  also identification 
disc, in case of death. Though I got my 
@SC, 1 had  to manage without any pay-book. 
My disc, reading as follows : ‘‘ D. Smith 
No. 175331, Ist Leicester Regt. R.C.’” 
(meaning Roman Catholic, though I am not 
a Roman Catholic i~n civilian  life), was formed 
of brown leather. I hung it round my  neck, 
as was customary. L 

Suddenly it occurred to me that I would 
malte a very bold venture. As a civilian, H 
‘would apply, after  the usual manner, for a 
passport to Calais via the town at the  front 
to which I wished to go. My hair had  not 
yet been  croppe’d ; and I looked,  when out 
of uniform, like a  rather poor  English  girl. 
I called on the local French maive ; part of 
‘his Fork  in war-time involved the signing 
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of passports, or rather sa~f-cortduits. The 
dear old Frenchman greeted me with a 
gracious  smile and a bow ; I had  spent a 
little time in his  town. 

“ I’m leaving here in a few days,” I said;. 
“ And as I have a bicycle I want to cycle 
as far its Calais, rather  than  train there.’’ 

He listened attentively. 
“ YOU are leaving our beautiful France 

so soon ? Can’t  you stay longer ? ” Ne 
smiled  kind1 y. 

‘‘ Unfortunately I: must be  off, I fear,’* I 
replied. ‘( But I have enjoyed my visit 
immensely. Perhaps you will  give  me a pass 
to  train as far as Amiens ; then P can cycle 
on to Calais. It is rather a long  cycle-ride 
from here to Calais.” 

The old Frenchman sat down at his  desk, 
took up a pen, and began to write. He 
wrote my name.  Cheveux ? Blonds,” he 
wrote. 

“ Travelling where ? ” 
‘( Calais.” Taking my  courage in both 
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hands I added, though in an off-hand manner, 
as I looked  over  his  shoulder, “ via Béthune. 
I think I’ll go that way as I have friends 
there.” 

He paused with his  pen in mid-air, then 
he said : 

“ Ah,  yes ? ’’ 
Slowly he wrote “ Béthune ”-that  one 

‘word .I wanted. Oh, joy ! I could have 
hugged the dear old thing ! He had no idea 
that €%thune happened to be part of the 
front at  the time ! My luck appeared in- 
credible ! ’ But he had written out my sa~f- 
tondait right enough. It showed these 
names. in black and white : “ Amiens,  Calais, 
Béthune.” On my ‘return  to  the hotel I 
communicated  my  good news to  the p a t r o ~  
and his wife ; they grew quite sympathetically 
joyful  over it. 

None of us knew what difficulties lay before 
my enterprise. The patron helped to pack 
me up and off the  next day. As before, my 
worldly  belongings  jangled  from the saddle 
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of the bicycle, and again  he  m.aiie that huge 
brown-paper  parcel that could  excel any  yet 
seen  suspended  from ordinary cycles. Long 
ago 1 had failed to make any self-respecting 
Gladstone bag remain  behind the saddle : 
I must therefore put  up with that inevitable 
parcel.  The fiatyon tied on  my  parcel 
securely ; and amid  friendly  waves  from 
several hands -1 rode tbwards Paris. . Here 
H had to  face another difficulty. My hair 
must be cut properly,  according to military 
cut, yet ‘without cawing suspicion.  Time y 
helped  me. A t  §t. Lazare Station I spent 
hours, presumably watching troops ; really 

was  occupied in winning the confidence of. 
two stalwart Scotch military police  on duty 
at  the station. Help I wanted ; and  they 
could either hinder or help: Three days 
that ‘job required. Freckled Scottie at first 
thought H was a woman of ‘loose morals ; 
then  thought, “ P don’t know what to make 
of you ” ; . and finally thought,  “She’s  a 
sporty kid. 1’11- help her.)’. SO one  evening 
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this military policeman handled very 
nervously-he hated I cutting off my hair-a 
large pair of  scissors. 

“ All right,  little‘ girl, I’ll help you. But 
do you think it is worth it ? ” And he 
looked at  my ,mouse-colsnred hair, stretching 
to my  waist. 

“ Cut away,” E said. 
And hè cut. 
Five ‘minutes  later ,IB. looked in  the glass. 

Well, I won’t say what I looked like ! He 
ha  cut ’close to my head, in true outline 
o a British private. 

‘ I  Now pass that razor along  each  side of 
my ‘fate .” 

He did so; Vainly I hoped that boy- 
,ish bristles would sprout ! They never 
sprouted ! 

Next day at  dawn I started again  for that 
big Paris  station. In  the half-light of early 
morn I saw people look twice at this  stranger, 
who  wheeled her cycle, and walked  along in’ an 
odd outfit and with a white linen hat pulled 
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over her eyes.  Yes, I must  have looked 
peculiar.  Before that journey I had covered 
my  face with some  weakened  Condy’s  fluid, 
producing, ,as l’ hoped, the requisite manly, 
bronzed complexion.  Wh& next I looked 
in  the glass I only saw,  however, that I had 
smirched my face rather  than rubbed it, 
hence the result appeared as a very dirty 
face ! ,  At the  station I managed to rub 
these Condy stains evenly over my face, then, 
emerging  from the waiting-room, dear 
Scottie Military  Policeman, on duty at St: 
Lazare, smuggled  me into  the  train for 
Amiens ! 

My arrival in Amiens  passed uninterrupted 
by any exciting incidents. Only a few hours 
later, however, I received a shock. After 
depositing my cycle in a shop, together with 
its parcel, I visited glorious  Amiens Cathedral. 
As I passed through the Cathedral porch 1 
noticed a gendarme ; he eyed  me critically. 
In return I only hugged those precious papers 
closer. He  said nothing. P passed  on. He 
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followed. Then at the church door he paused, 
thrust  in his head, beckoned. 

“ This Cathedral opens at  two o’clock for 
visitors,” he said. 

Eies ! IC knew it. Really he had plotted 
my arrest,  and I knew that too. Gendarmes 
are  strangely superstitious, yet efficient, 
people ; this  man feared to make arrests 
within’cathedral precincts. He lolled outside 
the door ; perforce I mast come out. No 
sooner had my foot left sanctified ground 
than  this man tore off my -hat with tlie 

7 clamation : 
‘ l  Your hair  is  short.” 
Recovering opportunely, I asked why it 

should not be short. Glaring  suspiciously, 
the gendarme seized hold of my arm ready to 
marshal me off to the local  police station. 
I protested. Just as he  wished to ,fulfil the 
deed, out stepped a man from amongst the 
crowd of civilians, ready  to champion my 
cause. 

“ Let me  look at her passport.” 
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sorrow  brings surfeit ; perhaps, that is why 
single  figures of pain, seen ‘in this  great war, 
stamp on the mind of spectators indelible 
marks that vast crowds- fail to make. Any- 
how this homeless fugitive, knocking at a 
convent gate, and one other sight, made 
on  my mind the deepest impression of what 
invasion really means. That other sight was 
an entire family  fleeing  from its burning tòwn. 
In the- stifling carriage of a crowded train,‘ 
open flew one of the doors, as  the whistle 
cut shrilly through the air, and in tumbled 
a crate of squawking fowls, followed’ by a 
peasant, with his pots  and pans, wife, 
bundles, and family. They all seemed  mixed 
up indiscriminately. One  fellow-passenger 
caught hold of the crate,  and  other passengers 
hauled in family, or ,belongings,  according to 
what came first. And this mêlée represented 
one  home  on the move. “ Les  sales  Boches ! 
Les  sales  Boches ! ” no wonder the paysam 
exclaimed. 

Yet how kind towards each other French 

. .  
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peasantry managed to be through all this 
horror. Forbearance and good temper 
reigned ; and French politeness  never  ceased. 
Every one  benefited by  this  spirit of friendli- 
ness. As I left Amiens, peasants came out 
to direct my cycle-rides. 

“ Go straight on ; and you will arrive at 
Béthune.” 

So I rode straight on for 60 kilometres 
approximately ; and these long  rides through 
sweltering heat added to my unattractive 
appearance. Stains of Condy’s  fluid,  look- / 
ing like.dirt, trickled down my face, and  the 
heavy full-length blanket coat, worn for 
decency’s sake, gave further discomfort. 
Truly, I ‘looked awfa2 ! Discarding earlier 
in  the journey all unnecessary clothing, I 
had thus prepared for quick  change into 
uniform ; change to ,  take place in some  field 
at  a moment’s  notice.  Behifid my cycle 
dangled in its parcel, cap, boots,  uniform, and 
braces. €t wouldn’t do for soldiers to dis- 
cover discarded petticoats  in a field, thgught 
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I, hence I wore  no petticoat. Essential 
underclothing I wore, of course, but without 
any .non-essentials ; outwardly there appeared 
only a green blanket coat, old boots, and a 
white cricketing cap pulled  over my forehead. 
In  that wonderful  parcel, dangling from the 
back wheel of my cycle, I carried, with ~ the 
uniform, the linen bag filled with methylated 
spirits  and food. So I, made .for the firing- 
line. 

vows of uneventful riding  passed,  while I- 
steadily covered the miles  between  Amielis 
and  the  front. Alas, at the time of writing 
that  ,meant only a bri-ef ride enou-gh. O ~ l y  
what was beautiful marked the landscape for 
a long  way ahead ; excellently cultivated. acres 
stretched  in undulating fields as far as eye 
could  see.  'Once, in a while, peasants paused 
to look up from their field labour ; and'when 
I had  hardly gone out of Amiens little children 
ran across the open road. Gradually civilians 
grew  fewer ; and at last none  came my way. 
very few cars disturbed the ride ; and only 
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far  distant sounded those steady boomings 
of cannon or cracks of mitrailleuse. Later, 
however, heavy firing  became very audible 
and obviously not far away. Then cáme 
one or two unusual sights. A lonely grave 
wa5 the first visible  sign of war ; innumerable 
hosts of golden corn-sentinels bowed their 
heads over this  quiet grave of a British soldier 
who lay buried under the rich corn ; ripe 
corn that stretched for miles in those fair 
fields of France, And  one  wondered  could 
there b,e- a more beautiful grave ? Outlined 
by some friendly hand  there it stood by the 
roadside.  Visible, though erjnbedded in  thick 
corn, it was noted, without doubt,  by  tramp- 
ing thousands of dusty  khaki lads, as they 
marched along that road for the sake of 
England's little hedgerows and those golden 
fields of France. No ; it was not by accident 
that  an English  soldier lay buried in that 
spot. Nor without strangely different  signifi- 
cance stood that broken pillar-dark against 
the blue sky  and  sunk deep in  the blood- 
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sprinkled soil of a distant hillock. There 
fought doggedly our khaki troops in one of 
the earliest battles ; and the pillar marked 
the battlefield. Without beauty, grimly that 
pillar stood as a memorial of dogged  courage, 
horror, tenacity, and  arrested life ; silent 
witness of Tragedy and Triumph com- 
in supreme  sacrifice. It silently taught its 
lesFon, and that lesson  appeared  grim  enough,. 

Cycling farther I passed  disused trenches ; 
they must have been amongst- those hastily 
dug earthpits, quickly made to stem our 
temporarily fugitive troops.  Quite  shallow, 
their narrowness  minimized their usefulness, 
perhaps, though that remains a matter of 
opinion ; anyhow, interlaced with wooden 
planks alternating with sandbags that  lay  in 
'layers, as Seen in pictures of sandbagged 
Amiens ,Cathedral, they  had  stood weather 
well and inclined the spectator to think that 
troops finished their construction at a later 
date or experienced  less rush of retreat. than 
England supposed. 

l 
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Gunfire  increased in reverberating noise ; 
across the cornfields  floated the sound of 
heavy booming interjected by loud maxim 
fire or nervous taps  that came  from mitrail- 
leuse. Al at once war, revealed up 
till now by graves and sound, took on 
itself human form. Silhouetted against 
the sky-line, a quickly galloping horseman 
trampled over the waving corn. Not much 
could'. I see, so far distant he rode. Sud- 
denly : 

'' Arrêtez ! " 
Across my path there popped out two 

French sentinels.  These  men ,live usually 
withia  huts, established on the road, in- 
habiting small box-like  sheds, lined, often 
from  ceiling to floor with interlaced straw ; 
straw forks  the mainstay of structure  in 
these sentry-boxes. French sentinels suit 
their action to  their command ; before I 
could ride another twenty yards, 'the road 
lay blocked by a heavy French rifle held 
horizontally high above the head of the 
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sentinel who had spoken, Holding out  my 
papers I dismounted. 
" Bien 1 " 
This fearsome Frenchman, with his inky 

coloured beard, saluted, and I rode on 1 
Meanwhile the  distant figure of the galloping t 

horsernan approached nearer the road. Not 
many minutes later  this khaki  .rider, as' he 
proved to' be, got alongside  my  cycle ; and 
he (lid it intentionally, I realized that fact. 
He  stared ; and I knew that, as a, woman, I 
certainly looked  suspicious in this proximity 
to  the zone of fire.  Purposely I almost 
compelled the rider to go on ahead. Next, 
I passed water lomes, with their accompani- 
ment of portable kitchens those steaming 
iron-cauldrons slung behind horse and  cart. 
Soldiers  responsible  for these carts took their 
ease, sprawling  on the roadside. Not a few 
called after my retreating figure ; I had long 
ago left any vestige of companionable  women- 
folk. Mo women had obtained permission 
to penetrate to this dist(ance.  After  smilingly 
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nodding to these soldiers, I came  across a 
picturesque scene.  Troops lay bivouacking 
among the corn. In batches British soldiers 
posed,  unconsciously, making a picture that 
any  artist would proudly have painted. Tiny 
clouds of grey smoke stole upwards slowly 
from British briar pipes as a soldier here- and 
there lay alone, separated from a batch of 

l companions. Taking their ease, lying in 
many different attitudes, these men dotted 
cornfields with! splashes of khaki uniforms 
~70rn by living figures. Laughter r'ang through 

/the air ; nothing depresses these Tommies of 
ours. With jokes and a pull at  their pipes, 
they were resting after presumably forces 
marches. 

By  this time the horseman endeavoured 
to get even again with my cycle. He came 

' riding up, I spoke. He showed the usual 
astonishment at meeting with an English 

I 

girl on this road. 

with suspicion perhaps I might be a spy- 
" Where are you going ? '' He eyed me 

r 
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“ Bkthune,” I replied. 
“ You  won’t  get there on this road. Why, 

you are miles away. If you go straight on, 
as you wish to do, you isTi11 certainly get to 
trenches-by  falling straight  into them. This 
road leads to Albert.”” 

So I had been  misdireoted ; and here I was 
on the wrong road. 
” Well,” I said, I ‘  night will set ïn before I 

get to Bkthune, if I must go back. I think 
1’11 go straight on.” 

My companion agreed;  as he felt far  trom 
easy about  my  identity he silently estab- 
,lished himself as my escort to Albert. From 
that moment his horse never failed to  trot 
alongside my cycle. 

Said. 
(‘ We are  not at  the front, surely,” 1 

‘‘ Aren’t we ! j ’  he  replied. 
Then we began to talk  pretty f-reely about 

the front,  and he said that our first line was 
outside Albert. 

Nobody here at home  realizes quite  what 
70 
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’“ the front ” signifies. To womenfolk that 
word  implies  one narrow line,  called the 
fighting-line, with only such towns as fringe 
it. In reality the front embraces vast 
stretches of country, often miles away from 

l the cannon-mouth, and  without any scenes of 
excitement. “ Front of the front,” if I may 
thus describe that land which borders front- 
line . trenches, offers monotony of existence 
hard to beat  in  any  distant English  village. 
Of course I do not describe the  state of the 
front . as experienced during a great push. 
In  the daily life of ordinary days the  front 
means deadly monotony to our English 
soldiers ; and  thus ennui gets periodically 
punctuated by intense excitement, together 
with horrible bloodshed. But  this occurs 
only  when “ Yesterday there was great 
activity along the British front.’$ 

I C  Now where are we ? ” I inquired. 
‘‘ The  front, of course ; and  just getting 

into Albert.” 
I did not know it. Vast stretches af corn- 
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field  practically  fringed the ‘’spot where he 
said the trenches  began.  Heavy  gunfire kept 
up plenty of noise, it was true.;  but there 
was  no  cannon in sight,  nor anything visible 
to denote front lines.  Albert  was so very 
much the front, however,  as to be  forbidden . 

ground in those days to either  war-corre-. 
spondents  or  nurses. 

“ X’í1 come  with you,”  said my youthful 
cavalier. He referred  to.  Albert. Mean4 
while  we started to talk about his  home  life. 
“ Here’s  my  wife,”  he  said,  pulling  from  his 
pocket the usual postcard photo. To my 
surprise I saw the picture, not only of a 
woman, but of two little children  with  her. 
“ They are mine,”  proudly  announced this 
young  man, 

And he had only just said  he was  nineteen 
years of ,age ! Nineteen and a  married  man 
with  a  family 1 Out of his pocket  he  pulled 
something  else. A green  apple ! 

“ Have  one ? ” And he held out a very 
green  one. 
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’ ‘‘ Have  you  others for yourself 3 ” I asked, 
looking at this schoolboy-man. 

For  answer  he  dived  once more and out 
came another equally  green  apple.  And it 
was thus, soldier-boy and dirty-€aced  girl, 
both  munching, we  rode and pedal1,ed into 
that “ front of the front.’) 

I 

‘’ Halt 1 ’’ 
I halted. 
I C  Your  papers.” 

Two stalwart Scotch  laddies  confronted me 
and  one of them,  lifting out his  red  head 
from a bucket of water, stared as I approached. 
Each appearea in his kilt only,  his  ablutions 
having  occupied  his  time till I interrupted 
this sglemn function. Full splendour of 
Scotch kilts requires  complete  ungforrn ; any- 
one unacquainted  with the Scotty robed  only 
in shirt  and, kilt with  head  bared,  fails t o  
realize  what a droll  picture he looks ! 
Quickly  realizing that. I had arrived,  pierced 
t.lx lines, in fact, of the 3rd Army,  with 
its glorious names from the pick of Scotland’s 
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regiments, I looked around. Individuals 
represented Black Watch, Seaforths, Argyll 
and Sutherlands, etc. How splendid these 
men  looked ! Nearly all stood well over 
six feet  high-broad,  well-knit,  magnificeat : 
“ The Contemptibles,” mostly all dead -men. 
to-day. 

‘‘ You must come  before our officers,” 
the red-headed sentry thus  interrupted  my 
reflections. 

‘‘ Well, I can’t go like this ! ” 
I referred to my dirty face. It had been 

my intention,  as already explained, to don 
khaki outside Béthune, when, the limit 
accomplished in female attire, I should thence- 
forth rely on disguise. Efforts at adequate 
preparation fgr quick change into man’s 
clothes  included that Condy stain, with 
which I had covered my face  before I left 
Paris. My girlish  colouring  stoo od , every 
chance of detection, hence 1 the  attempt  to 
discolour my face. I rather wished  also 
to appear conspicuously unattractive SO 
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. ‘long as necessity demanded that I should 
wear  girl’s clothing among regiments 

,ì of men. Certainly I achieved this  last 
object ! 

“ You can wash your face here, if you 1 
l 
1 like,” said the sentry. 

Meanwhile he fingered my bulky brown- 
paper parcel. I wished he would leave it 
done supposing there should protrude from 
it one  corner of khaki 1 It seemed best 
speedily to divert his attention. 

“ Bored here 3 .” I said, dipping my face 

“ Heavens, yes, here we live, eat,  and 
sleep.”  And the place happened to be only 
a shed, put  up  by  the roadside. ‘li But how 
did yu@ get here 3 ” I had not time for 

into his bucket. 

i answer ; a1,ong came  a  cyclist scout. I first I i rubbed my face hard with the towel, sharing 
it with Scottie who handed .it to me ; and 
with steady rubbings I became only healthily 
brown. 

“ Now  follow me.” 
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I was conducted through Albert as far as 
the officers’ quarters. As we passed  along 
what  had been the main street I noticed 
that here and  there deep shell-holes  sc,ooped 
up  the  earthl leaving hollows of several feet 
deep i every shop appeared to be shuttered 
occasionally shop-fronts showed  window- 
breakages ; and over all the guns boomed 
from ten minutes’ aistance away. Khaki 
figures dotted streets, singly or in groups, no 
women appeared in  sight, and heavy.waggons, 
piled with munitions, rolled through the 
streets. 

‘‘ Who are these ? ” I asked, nodding in the 
direction of some khaki figures  who approached 
with tools in their hands. 
‘‘ Oh, they’re Engineers ; probably they 

have been building up some damaged trench. 
Ready-to-go-anywhere  men. Do daty on 
mine-laying as often as they build ‘up 
trenches replied my  escort. 

Later 1 knew better  what mine-laying 
involves. 
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‘ t  Then how far from here do the trenches 
run ? ” I asked. 

“ It depends where you stand‘.  Over 
yonder, do you see those cottage ruins ? *’ 

“ Yes.” Im- later  days how well I was to 
know those ruins ! j 

“ Front-line trenches run  just a few yards 
beyond  theni.’’ 

Well, I had certainly managed to ge€ near 
the trenches ! No information was  more 
welcome at the moment. 

As we walked, the deserted tòwn. b.ecame 
suddenly transformed from dismal neglect, 

‘ though without ruined buildings, to a scene 
of abject ruin. Shell-holes pockmarked the 
streets,  they went further, by creating gaps 
that made heavy walls to topple dangerously. 
Quite one hundredr feet above the  road  there 
balanced betwixt earth  and, heaven the 
famous figure. of the Virgin surmounting 
Albert Cathedral. Originally perpendicular, 
this statue,  hit repeatedly by qhells, gradually 
bent over the town till it stretched horizontally 
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over the earth, balancing there, face  down- 
wards ; it appeared in the  act of casting 
down to  that  earth  its  Infant Jesus.  Towns- 
folk said : “ When the Virgin  falls the war 
will end.” The statue  had  not fallen then, 
although, bent by shell-fire, it looked  per- 
petually ready to crash downwards. Each 
night the German  guns  made that once 
beautiful statue their  target for the molten 
read of ‘c Enemy Hate.” 

By. the name of “ Enemy Hate ” our 
troops christened desultory nightly bom- 
bardments of the town. Sentinels  posted 
round the ruins of the Cathedral kept off the 
unwary’ from  falling  masonry ; these  living 
men  seemed further to intensify that picture 
of ruin around which they stood. Close by, 
another war picture faced  ‘me. Jolly bands 
of Scotch troops, kilted, played football amdng 
the ruins in the gutter. They laughed. 
Their genuine  football,  bouncing  over  fallen 
bricks, tumbled into shell-holes and along 
ripped-up  pavement. Here the rnen.f&lowed 
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it. Kiltas fluttered, while players, shouting 
out in broadest Scotch, kept up their game. 
Through these scenès I arrived at the officers’ 
door ; passing first through an open court- 
yard. 

In  an ordinary room, at a table, sat officers 
to  the number of three’or four, and amongst 
this number  was an officer of the Black 
Watch Regiment. I produced  my saz$- 
conaGit. 

“ This is not ’ BGthune,” said one  young 
officer,  smiling  broadly. 

“ No,” X replied. “ On my arrival I dis- 
covered my’mistake. At Amiens I was told 
to keep straight on. To the best of my 
knowledge I did s0 and I arrived-here ! ” 

Though in  quite a gracious manner, the 
officer said I could not stay there ! 

I‘ Of course,” I said, “ I understand that.” 
With the approach of evening, I had no 

wish ta start  out for Béthune, and with this 
reasonable objection I was given written 
permission to  stay overnight in Albert. 
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was provided with an escort, in’order to find 
sleeping accommodation in the town. No 
easy task to get any i[c shake dowri ” in  this 

front of the front.”. 
Un my way through the town I attracted 

the  attention sf the. soldiers, who, seeing  a 
girl-cyclist,  supposed that ’ she must be a 
Frenchwoman with a special permit. 

c c  Bon  jaw ! ” these cavalrymen kept 

I -  

shouting out. 
And I replied : 
“ Don’t ‘ bon jaw ’ me ; .I’m Engli&.*’ 
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YOU will start to-morrow morning for 1 
Bethune ? ” said the officer. 

“ Yes,” 1 replied ; ánd at  the time of speak- j 

ing it was my intention to do as I said. 1, 1 
Every one  showed great surprise at my 

appearance in  this  part of the front b; and it * 

had alre,ady caused a sensation in  the town. 
Owing to this  fact there seemed every chance I 

that detection would  follow any  attempt  to 1 ~ 

transform myself into a khaki boy: Per- 1 
mission  given for temporary  rest in Albert, I I 

l 

l 

I 
I 

[ 
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Not one of these men  believed it ; some 

She speaks English  jolly well for a French 
girl, doesn’t she ? ” And they evinced 
surprise that any French girl had gained 
sanction to get  there at all. 

That night P spent  in a room, over a 
tavern,’ with windows barricaded, to keep 
out  the  draught from  gaping  shell-holes máde 
in, the glass.  Below my room, the faint  light 
on¡y half lit the great barn-like tavern where 
troops, coming straight from the trenches, 
swarmed round the) counter for drinks or a 
game of ‘cards. 

said : 

Haying i paid overnight for my lodging, I 
got up early. No one  seemed to be  on the 
prèmises ; there was an air of desertion about 
the house.  Before the  battle of Loos-as 
this period happened to be-no one  knew 
from.. hour to hour what might occur, and 
every one held, his life in his hand. I growled 
about. No soldiers appeared in  the long 
street,  and  there  was- I, trying vainly to find 
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food. I got on  my  cycle, riding to  the out- 
skirts o f  the town, “ Shell Cot ” ; these 
words,  scrawled  over the wall of a house, 
attracted my eye, they were written on the 
last house  be-fore the open country began. 
From Shell  Cot, out popped a sentry 5 the 
name had evidently been  scrawled by  an 
Englishman who wanted to make his shell- 
visited sentry-box homy. 

“ Where are you  going 2 ” asked the 

Exploing  to find  some breakfast ; and 
sentry. 

as Albert  does not  appear ever to have break- 
fast 1 propose to see if there should be better 
luck in  the next village.” So far I had  not 
yet  spent that two and sixpence !. I ~ 

“ Your saHf-cofidzcit only applies tto Albert ; 
beyond this barrier you cannot go,” said this 
troublesome sentry. 

Another sentry appeared .; and, seeing that 
I had  attempted to leave Albert, this  man 
showed  suspicion. 

“ You’d better repor€ to our officers, I 

/- 
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think,” he said, mentioning  one of those 
individuals. 

Whereupon I was again marshalled off to 
the authorities. We arrived J ‘‘ authority ’’ 
happened not  yet to be  fully  dressed, and  until 
P was interviewed I waited in a  nice little’ 
‘sitting-room. Now it appeared that  the 
officers had felt glad to see  me ; later one or 
two’ said so. Though an unlovely bit of 
femininity, as I certainly looked, with my 
Condy’s fluid, stained face and old coat, 1 
spoke.  English ; and  out  there  they do so long 
for the sight of an Englishwoman’s  face. 
Once  more I was presented. Briefly I said 
that 1,- not knowing my sauf-couldkt forbade 
it, tried to get out of Albert, yet  not  in the 
direction of Béthune. 

. ,  

‘c Why ? ’” queried X. 
‘ c  Well, quite frankly, I was  looking  €or 

swne“  occupied  house  where I could buy my 
breakfast. I feel  jolly hungry.” And that 
was all the explanation I gave st5 usual I 
briefly  spoke the  truth. 
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Oh, I see ! ” . X :  laughed outright. 
‘‘ Come along then,  and do have breakfast 
with me.” 

Though rather embarrassed a t  my uncouth 
appearance, I felt ‘.‘ jolly hungry.” So I 
said ; 
“ Thanks awfully.” 
Here, within yards of ’trenches, we sat 

dowk to breakfast, served by an orderly as 
nicely as ‘at any English table ! ’Breakfast 
consisted of porridge with salt,-’ bacon and 
eggs,  D.undee marmalade, and bread and 
butter, Being partly Scotch, I appreciated 
everything. Outside our room, rival guns 
thundered at each other ! Inside it, ,-these 
two strangers  shared, as though quite. at 
home, this thoroughly British meal. Cer- 
tainly I looked like the typical vagabond. 
Corsets I had,  dropped; if obliged to get 
into uniform quickly I wanted no tell-tale 
clothing left  about. I wore very little in- 
deed ! My. one wrap? that full-length .coat, 
covered multitudes of deficiencies 1 That 
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coat I had purposeljl  selected  for the expedi- 
tion ; its covering satisfied rules of decehcy, 
whereas I could easily throw it into  any 
passing  hedge  when I changed into uniform. 

During breakfast I kept OR that linen bat, 
pulled tightly over my forehead fortunately 
X .  ’ refrained, with probably intentional taot, 
&-om suggesting that I should take off either 
Kat or coat. Long after  this incident I said, 
‘‘ Didn’t you see that I appeared only  half 
drdssed ? ” He answered : O‘ Well, I thought 
you didn’t seem to be wearing  much.” In 
this brief visit 1 found *my host very enter- 
taining. Sho*ng almost boyish  confidence, 
he said how,  he  longed  for leave and that for 
twenty-seven  weeks he had never left the 
trenches 
“ Don’t your people object to you going 

I “ They don? know,” I very truthfully 
about like this ? ’’ he asked. 

replied. 
If that dear old. Cathedral ‘city in England 

hacl known of these escapades I think my 
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highly  respectable guardian, living there, 
might, perhaps, have  had  forty fits ! As 
things were, I could get no  money  -from 
England ; and every one  remained ignorant 
of my doings. 

IJ But what are you  doing out here ? ” 
continued X. 

“ Searching  for  newspaper  copy,” I replied. 
r‘ I want to write about France as it is now.” 

I‘ Oh, I see,”  replied  my  young host, 
seemingly  satisfied with the explapation. 

saw me  on the right road for Béthune. 1 . 

When breakfast was  finished, he kindly 

(‘ You ,go along theré,” he said, pointing 
out where I must ride for Béthune direction. 
We both laughed at my 1 unwieldy  parcel 
dangli.ng  behind that saddle. If only it had 
suddenly revealed its contents ! 

No one redizes-better  than myself that in 
writing this  true account without khel’ter 
of nom de flhme, I am incurring the risk of 
personal reputation. Knowing, the risk I. 
ru4, I accept its consequences. I write this 
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book as a tribute  rather in  the light of 
discharging a debt do I set  out  this  true 
story and write under my own  name.  Many 
readers will readily discredit this  tale ; and 
discredit rests on two distinct charges- 
facts queried and personal character assailed. 
TQ “ take cover ” under the cowardly shelter 
of ’a flom de @ m e ,  I do not feel  inclined. 
Anyway I off er at  least fair p1,ay by revealing 
- a s  iarget my true identity. I come out  into 
the open. 



C H A P T E R  I V  

ON THE MARCH PO'R THE TRENCHES 

ARDLY had I 'started to  pedà1 
away  from  Albert than there 
ocdusred to my mind the notion 

that it might be  foolish to  leave this town 
at all. Why not accomplish my purpose 
here ? In going to B6thune I might meet 
with bad luck ; here anyho,w I was on the 
spot for the trenches.  These thoughts passed 
through my  mind J I said to 'myself : *' True, 
I do not know  local:  passwords ; an  the other 
hand I am here, almost on the  top of front- 
line trenches." Thinking. thus, P scanned 
every  passing  soldier. " Too tall ! " I said 
to myself.  Never  could I impersonate any 
Scotch troops. 

As I walked  along by my cycle, soldiers 
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carne up .to speak, but  at times their Scotch 
,accent prevehted conversation ; I could not 
understand' half a dozen  words. No one 
tried to do me any harm: Rather I must 
make  one  exception ; in efforts to tussle with 
me there occurred an unpleasant incident 
when I. hit .a man till, disliking  kicks and the 
barking of his shins, he desisted, amid shouts 
from  the comrades who disapproved his 
tactics ! ' Throughout tbree and a half months 
spent at the front or near it,  that one incident 
only bÍoke the rules of Britisb chivalry. 
Experience of those three months taught me 
that I deserved far worse luck ! 

All at  once I spied a soldier  whose height 
approximated to mine.  Speaking a passing 
word, I jumped on my cycle to avoi,d the 
soldiers who were congregated  where I stood. 
The little soldier  followed.  On  escaping 
from the c-rowd ,I wished to speak' alone with 
this small soM.íer, a native of Lancashire 
and  unit of the Royal Engineers Regiment ; 
I codd gauge by speaking if he would harm 
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any woman who put herself in his  power, 
and if he  possessed qualities I. could  utilize. 
Som I had my  chance.  Watching  where I 
should  dismount this little sapper,  as  he 
proved to be, hurried up when he saw that 
I stopped the cycle. 

“ I’ve  been  keeping an eye  on  yer,”  he 
said. “ They’d  have torn yer to pieces. I 
knew that, so I’ve  followed  yer up.” 

Pulling  my  cycle up a bank, I clambered 
over this grassy  mound.  Sapper and I sat 
down to talk. Very  soon I realized that 

F Sapper  Dunn  could  be trusted J he  championed 

i moreover, the very  qualities  required  for  a 
my  cause at the outset.  Ne  possessed  exactly, 

job  which I anticipated he should  undertake. 
He  continued to  act chivalrously in every 
way.  Before  five minutes  passed  Sapper 
Dunn  knew exactly  what I wished to do. 
Here in Albert I intended to I C  join  up.” 
Would Sapper Tom Dum please  help 3 

Before we could  make  plans it was  necessary, 
however, tbat L should be temporarily con- 
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cealed until the soldiers  grew tired of hunting 
after my cycle.  This fact Dunn  carefully 
explained ; and I grew  slowly to realize 
then that the presence of a woman at the 
front possessed  dangers other than death. 

“ You don’t redize what  danger p u  are 
in,” stated this middle-aged  soldier. 

,We started fully to discuss  plans  for my 
immediate  action. I thought it so strange 
that this’uneducated soldier  grasped  my true 
character more’  quickly than Generals, later, 
proved  ’able to do. In a very’ short time 
Sapper  Dunn  grew  easy as regards  probable 
espionage  on my part ; instinctively  he  realized 
I was  English right enough in  the same way 
as I knew instinctively that he vas worthy 
of complete  confìdence. 

I‘ Yer already have yer  uniform ? ’ j  he 

‘‘ It’ forms this wonderful  parcél.,” I replied, 
pointing to  the bulky  package, 

He,  experienced  miner  from  Lancashire 
district, had joined the Buffs at the  outset 
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of war, though drafted  later into  the Royal 
Engineers. 

‘( Now -1’11 get yer R.E. badge,  name, and 

He left me to procure these essentials, 
and on his return he handed-over “ The Buffs ” 
badge as additional help in case of need. 

, “ You stay where  yer <are while 1 scour 
round to see that  the soldiers do nbt see  yer,” 
he sáìd. Let  them  think thai yer have 
cycled away from”  Albert. I’ll be back SOOIL’’ 

With  that he departed while I sat there 
awaiting his return. I had  not long to wak-  
He returned saying : 

“ I’ve said, that yer are gone.. Now take 
care not to  appear again in Albert as a girl ; 
in khaki, as one of the troops, yer must come 
out in future. For  the present yer’d better 
hide 5 give time for excitement to die dom.” 

number.” 

Suiting his action to his  words, Sapper Dunn 
climbed  over the hedge, scanned the neigh- 
bourhood, and s_auid : 
“ Now I see thoroughly the  sort of girl 
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yer are, I’ll kelp yer.  Yer no bad ’un. 
You’re a lady. I followed yer to see what 
sort of gal yer was. I: ain’t nò better  than 
the rest. All the same I ain’t agoin’ to 
harm any gal.  Yer’re straight,  that’s what 
yer  qre. . I can see that. So I’ll help 
yero ’-’ 

is words  recalled to my mind,. “, There, 
little  girl, I’ve done it for you:’ spoken by 
the Military  Policeman  while he cropped off 
my  hair.., In  the same spirit those other men 
provided my outfit. Ten men eventually 
shared in  this exploit. All gave’  me help 
owing to  the fact that I behaved like one 
of their own naughty schoolgirls, and only 
dater  1-realized  how splendidly “chese men had 
behaved-rough  soldiers, away from civiliza- 
tion, surrounded only ’ by, the coarsening 
influence, of war ! Yet no one harmed  this 
f001 of an English girl ! Not till 1 had re- 
turned- to  London’s doubtful civilization did 
I: hear the  true meaning of ‘‘ camp follower.’’ 
while suspected :by educated military men, 
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I did .not know what " camp follower " really 
meant ; though I had often heard the 
.term, I supposed it referred to waggons that 
c h e d  provisions. Not once had our soldiers 
removed this  idea..  True, I kept concealed 
about  my person a heavy  military knife, 
ready for any emergency. No cd1 came for 
its use. 

Tom Dunn and 'I hunted for a fit hiding- 
place  where I could  remain. Stealthily 
making our way, 'we crossed  some cabbage 
plantations, skirted,  the town, and arrived 
safely at those deserted cottages mentioned 
in connection with my anival at Albert. 
In front  lay  the trenches, approached .by 
a small cabbage plantation ; at the rear 
Albert's siatue of the Virgin' balanced in 
mid-air, brooding over the place ; and im- 
mediately below these cottages cellar dug- 
outs offered ready shelter. Into one of these 
dug-outs I plunged,  pulling in  that precious 
cycle. 

" Now I must %e off,*' said Tommy, " I 
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kndw where yer are. As soon as I get off 
duty I'll report news." 

Left alone, I started to disrobe,  among the 
straw, -preparing the transformation scene. 
PR great  agitation I very soon stopped- 
every inch of my body tickled and  irritated. 
Ugh 1 creepy crawlies I creepy crawlies ! 
Everywhere fleas jumped in all directions. 
Before an hour passed I was a complete mass 
.of pink lumps ; without exaggeration there 
jumped fleas in that dug-out higher in num- 
ber thain the bristles of straws that covered 
the, floor ! No exaggeration ! Whatever 
happened, I felt I must .quit that dug-out. 
Poking out my head, I looked for passing 
soldiers.  None appeared in. sight. " Must 
chance it I " I said. ' And out I got. 

Quickly examining the row of cottages, I 
selected 'one. as  my temporary new head- 
quarters. Three parts of the roof stood open 
eo the sky ; lying across the threshold, the 
sfiell-struck door was falling  from its hinges, 

inside the room, where I stood, there 
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remained on the floor only a sodden mattress 
and a table. On wet days  rain poured dotvn 
on the mattress from the gaping roof.  One 
significant thing f noticed : either soldiers 
had previously billeted here pr. occupants 
bad flea witbout fully packing up. On ,the 
table $here still stood. a French wine-bottle 
and by  its side lay a half-finished letter. 
A yard outside stretched the length of these 
one-roomed cottages, and here I foímd, 
attached to  the wall, a cold-water tap, while 
on the ground lay a rusty jam cauldron. 

1, patch,  and that practically fronted the 
i German  first-line trenches. 

Later, I discovered that  the row of cottages 
anderwent regular bombardment nigh-tly, 
when '' Enemy Hate," sending its shells at  the- 
Cathedral target,  hit holes in dl the cottages 
which happenedl to lie  across the direct linè 
of fire.  People had evacuated them. I 
started  to  qove in. First, f pulled up  the 
door into position, b?rricading.it with boards ; 

i Beyond the  yard began the local cabbage 
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and  then I took long draughts of cold water 
from that inviting tap. Foolish thing to 
do ! In this way apparently I contracted 
septic poisoning,  owing to poisoned water, 
which, after .my return home,  caused unfit- 
ness for work during a year  and a half. My 
next job meant dragging out  the  mattress ; 
and ih so doing I discòvered what a sodden 
bad  it had become. Fortunately, I could 
.make 'this moderate commotion without fear 
of detec-tion ; and'- thanks to  a low  wall 
which  divide.d the  yard from the cabbage 
plantation. Troops passed  along to  the 
trenches ; they  skirted my wall and  yet 
they never "saw me ! To the red-rusted 
cauldron I devoted special attention ; only 
a foot and a half in diameter, it was  selected 
as' a bath  and a copper. How thankful 
I felt in securing that moderate comfort. 
Prepar.ations looked  complete  when I had 
picked up some string,  stretched  this  string 
ffom door to  wall, and arranged for a speedy 
washing-day with the  string  as my clothes- 
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line.  Only  one bit of beauty remained to 
tbis ruined row of cottages ; it stayed  there 
through shell-fire and bomb-one tiny white 
rose  clung to  the side of the wall that divi&ed 
trenches from  homesteads ! Poor little 
white  rose ; it looked so incongruous,,, so 
pathetic ! 

After I had completed these scanty pre- 
parations for  my barracks, X waited for the 
little ReE. and his latest news. Evening 
drew  on ; asdi.$  began to fear that he had 
been detained. iJ waited and waited. Four 

., hours probably passed in  this ,way. Sup- 
posing  Tommy  never  çàme ? What shodd 

Albert P should be.  recognized if I appeared 
as a girl, and as I knew nothing yet  about 
local  rules I could not  enter the trenches as 
one of the troops. Suddenly IC heard steady 
footsteps advancing across the cabbage patch. 
In one  moment my heart leaped with fear 
into my ,- throat. If it should  be a soldier 
ready to betray my hiding-place T Only a 
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moment I waited ; and  the  little.  ligure 
of the RE. came round the other side of the 
wall. How glad I felt at the sight of this 
little friend, standing only about five  feet 
hfgh ! And I grew $0 hungry t4o. Perhaps 
he  cotdd buy food if I: :asked.;  and I still 
had  quite a few  pennies left from that half- 
crown. 

I‘ Hullo ! Thank goodness ! ” Thus I 
greeied  Tom Dunn. “ I GW glad  you’ve 
artived, it, almost seemed that- you  would 
never appear again. *’ 

.As soon as Tommy got under cover  he 
plumped a Tommy’s cooker  on the mattress. 
III it steamed some  excellent stew with gravy. 
My mouth watered.  Together  with the stew 
there appeared a large biscuit that resembled 
thin dog biscuits, and a hunch of bread. 

“ Here, ,I’ve brought yer this ! It explains 
why I .was so long.’’ 

Dear little fellow,  he. had waited at the 
regimental  cookshop to gather up some food- 
b r  this girl ! Seating himself on the s,odden 
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mattress, Tommy ,waited  while T ate my 
first rations. 

Readers, do not suppose that our troops 
live on bully beef without variation of diet. 
No ; often they  eat excellently cooked  food 
in good variety, though that depends whether 
the male regimental cooks happen to be 
experts at  their job. Bully beef tastes  not 
such a bad thing, éither. Over here \we eat 
bully beef,  known as American  corned  beef, 
encased in blue tins. Between  corned beef 
and bully beef there is no distinction. Through 
the  army kitchens,  our troops in  the field 
often eat excellently made up dishes, soups 
and puddings. No, it is not always bully 
beef. 

‘I Well, what news ? ” I asked, munching. 
“ In that dag-out. I simply could not  stay ; 
fleas hopped in fighting battalions ! This 
ruin  suits all right, doesn’t it ? ” 

He agreed as  to  the suitability of my 
present quarters, though it would be unwise 
for .me to  stay there long ; if’ he were 
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missed by his comrades he might be  followed 
here 

“ It won’t do for yer to  turn  out  in day- 
light yet ; wait  till the excitement dies down. 
At  present all the men are talking about that 
meeting with yer. Now they  think that yer 
’ave  cycled  miles away from Albert ; I said 
that yer’d  gone  for  food. So don’t come out 
yet. ’ Afterwards yer can fall into line with 
me. as we march into  the trenches for a night 
shift.” - 

We agreed on the following plan. Not far 
distant froni the cottage, some Royal Engineers 
were billeted, together with other units, at 
one of the largest buildings of the town, 
formerly ao schoolhouse.  Outside, it, regi- 
ments lined up for the trenches, assembling 
first in the courtyard, where trestle  seats 
were rhaged under a big yew-tree ! During 
the  daytime’ the troops used this  courtyard 
as an open-air  smoking-room‘ and place of 
recreation.  Swarming through the courtyard 
at night, the troops gathered into line through 
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the gate of the  yard ; and on these occasions 
1 was to mix with the khakicrowd  and march 
with these men under cover of the darkness. 

One  evening here sufficed to  prove what 
constituted  the chief danger spots. In front 
lay the “ ditches ”-best described by that 
term. Properly constructed trenches proved 
too lengthy a task for a tiny army, com- 
pelled, perhaps, to move out of its shelter at 
a moment’s “ push” ; only later in the war 
real trenches at Albert succeeded the rough 
makeshifts that formed the foundations of 
the finer structures. In the .‘‘ ditches ” the 
regiments at Albert felt comparatively safe ; 
the supreme danger was centred in  the court- 
yard of the billet where Fritz regularly hailed 
his  high  explosives, contained in jam tins 
called trench mortars, Fritz’s intent- being 
to knock out  units on their way to  the, froqt 
line of the trenches. Variety of danger, in 
the form of “ under fire,” concentrated itself 
neither outside the billets nor, always, inside 
the trenches ; it focused  itself  on that narrow 
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stretch of no  man’s land, fronting the German 
trenches, where, approximately 400 yards 
from the German front line, I put  in 
most of my time as,  a British soldier. I dis- 
pensed  no military duty-  in trenches ; as a 
soldier E divided the  ten days  and riights 
either alone in  the open of no man’s land, 
dmut  400 yards from the Boche front line, 
under simultaneous fire of shell,  rifle,- and 
shrapnel, falling into line outside the court- 
yard, already described,  whence the regiment 
moved ioto  the trenches, or within one of 
three dug-outs appropriated at night for 
my own use; throughout several nights I 
slept alone, under fire;  among the ruins., 
pres,umably within sight of Fritz, if he had 
only known ! 

With the utmost care Tommy gave in- 
structions,  as $: ate my supper. Subse- 
quently he went off, fearing lest his absence 
from quarters would create suspicion. He 
departed, saying : 

‘‘ Yer  won’t  be frightened here alone,  will 
I 03. 
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 per^? ,After the shift I’ll  come  back as soon 
as I can get away.” 

Thick darkness set  in ; and with it Enemy 
Hate ” raged in earnest. Lying  on my 
mattress, I tried to sleep. It was  difficult, 
though, to  get forty winks ! Crack ! Crack ! 
Crack ,! Stray rifle-shooting  occurred  be- 
tween  opposite trenches as soon as a head 
appeared above  cover.  Often  flashlights 
failed to illumine targets, and  stray shots 
wandered. ( (  Pong ! ” I discovered that L 
was under rifle-fire.  One Óf these shots 
found its way either inside my dug-out or 
perhaps struck.  that jam cauldron. I did 
not get up  to look ; without light I could 
not have found the mark ! (‘ Pong ! ” and 
then again one  more “ pong.” Shots dropped 
about from  rifle-fire,  missing its aim. But 
this noise  differed entirely from the heavy 
boom of c (  Enemy Hate,” directed towards 
the bending statue. 

Three distinct sounds  accompany ‘a &ell 
cm its travels. One boom signals its emission 
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from the metal .mouth. Noise  follows, like 
,low  whines up windy  chimneys, caused as 
the. heavy shell beats back air as it travels 
through space, and last there occurs a “ bang ’* 
with simultaneous crash of falling timber or 
masonry. That is what happens when 

Enemy Hate ” sends its shells. As bad 
luck  would have it,  Fate posted me for ten 

ays and nights in  the direct line of fire; 
shots whizzed by at  the Cathedral target, 
travelling shells  passed overhead every few 
minutes. None happened to fall absolutely 
on me;  the ruins of the dug-out showed 
where  shells had ’ already removed the 
roof, , 

RiRe-fire penetrated that night either the 
courtyard or  where I slept; also shrapnel 
fell apparently that’ night on the cabbage- 
patch. ,Through the night, the intensity af 
the shelling increased till daybreak, dying 
down as morning approached. Often 
-shrapnel kept direct Pine  .over my roof-as I 
could  hear-without  falling near where I 
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lay ; and on other occasions it just missed 
the Cathedral by falling nearer the cabbage 
patch. And it happened to be that cabbage- 
patch, also the brief stretch of no man’s land, 
that formed the only intervening space 
between Boche trench and me ! 

By morning light I picked up  the cap 
fallen  from a shell, together with shrapnel 
bullets. And, later, I brought back to Eng- 
Band that piece of brass, with its decim’al 
figures,  also its bullets. Fragments ,of falling 
shell made a ’  noise, like hail, as they çtruck 
‘the cabb.age leaves or stone-paved court- 
yard. In fact, there  is the sound of several 
different  noises in  the progress af one  shell ; 
other sounds accompany rifle-fire. 

About two o’clock I looked  across to the 
firing-line through limitless black density of 
starless sky, so pitch the sky appeared that 
night. As I watched, complete black gave 
place to sudden illumination, through 
brightly-coloured star-shells that threw I ,  up 
red. lights, xaried by purple stars. These 
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stars, poised momentarily in mid-air, fell 
again with a stream of brilliance, lighting the 
sky for direct rifle-fire. In this way,  killing 
takes place artistically ! Later I looked 
again. No star-shells went up. Instead, 
pitch darkness covered the sky ; except away 
t o  the right. Here how wonderful it looked. 
Ripped into gaping  wounds, this smooth 
inky sky revealed  wide splashes of blood-red 
-resembling, indeed, red gaps, like ogen 
wounds, made  by some gigantic sword, in 
the black body. of, night. So it was that 
shells, igniting hayricks, set  up such wondrous 
sky-effects. White floods of light  turned 
night,  into day’ occasiorìally ; and  then  shots 
rang out from  enemies spying each other 
across opposite parapets ; or little balls o% 
fire, sent .up by those star-shells, revealed 
solitary soldiers stationed in either trench. 
‘‘ Stand  to ! ” In the trenches &t night 
frequently this order signalled preparedness 
for sudden German attack ; bayonets, glint- 
ing motionless  for hours together below our 
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parapet, marked khaki reception for the 
German ‘>‘ rush the trenches.” 

In  the year 1915 trench warfare was still 
in  its infancy ; opposing  forces struggled with 
the savagery of brutes without the aid of 
science as asset that tends towards polished 
cruelty by scientific methods ; these follbwed 
later. I‘  Barbarians ! ” retort critics, judg- 
ing German methods. Cammaerts, the 
Belgian poet, aptly points out repeatedly 
that barbare, with its real significance of 
primitive savagery engaging  war  on  primi- 
tive lines,  ill suits,, as criticism, the German 
system bf warfare as developed in  its  later 
stages. ‘‘ Barbarism ” perhaps suited th’e 
style of warfare as practised on the Western 
iront in its earliest ~ a y s  ; at later stages, 
contributions of civilized  genius to  the arena of 
battle provided  polished culture to  death- 
deding, while converting that’ human dealer 
from the majesty of the savage to  the auto- 
matic wielder of complicated instruments of 
torture. 
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In 1915 German, and English frequently 
faced  each other ; each  experienced the Law 
of War, the sporting chance,  when time and 
circumstance  decide the issue. Informality 
marked trench-warfare at this  date ; once in 
the trenches Royal Engineers,  for  example, 
experienced  no undue difficulty with dis- 
cipline, as discipline,  from  officers. The 
G.O.’s quietly passed  along the trench, sur- 
veying  work generally; as long as each unit 
worked,  officers excited no particular notice 
nor required any. As regards mine-laying 
dm a night shift ; how  do  you lay a mine ? 
Maybe readers ask that question. At  dawn 
the relief party takes the trenches ; falling 
informally into line, each man slips gently 
down the side of the ditch, passing  along to his 
allottd point.  Fritz often pots vs7ith jam tins 
all the  way’  to  the trench ! Few  snines sink 
deep.er than one hundred feet ; into their 
mine two R.E. units descend, by ladder, 
or along cuts on the clay wall. Necessarily 
two men  descend together ; one to prepare 
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the fuse  while '' mate " lays the mine. I 
declined, after thought, the  duty of setting 
light to  the fuse, preferring that '' murder " 
should not rest on my conscience ; I happened 
not be to a bona $de soldier ; agreeing with 
Tommy, as I did not  anticipate  betrayal at 
the time, that I should  be the one to prepare 
the fuse,  when it fell to his lot  to set the 
match if no offrcer performed that  duty. 

- .Fritz bores from the opposite trench ; 
and  the entire art of mining rests in antici- 
pating the moment when Fritz's engineering 
achieves the junction between both mines and 
inevitable explosion to one, Lay  the fuse, let 
the officer  fire it ; and get out-maybe to face 
an adventurous Boche  cxeeping up, with bis 
glinting bayonet, under shadow of the para- 
pet ! Tommy, taking a breather, seFted 
close to a  half-laid  mine, arrived at  the  top of 
the mine one night  just in time to. frighten 
away a Fritz who crept warily to  what 
appeared as one of our unsentinelled  mine- 
heads 1 Tap ! tap ! tap ! tap ! tap !'- 

ss0 
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Fritz mining away very close at hand ; he's 
-boring, his tunnel ! Quite gehtle little taps 
that no miner fails to take  as warning. They 
mean instantaneous death to one or other of 
the opposing  miners. So often one of those 
signal taps disturbed the quiet nights on the 
front that brought! a  solemn  splendour all 
their own 3 these nights beautify the land- 
scape .by  the very weapons, that  are com- 
mitting destruction at . the moment they 
charm. 

On my first qight near the trenches I made 
enough  discoveries to enliven the whole night 
through. Before my little R.E. reappeared 
I had arranged, though there could be little 
done, to make this  ruin as. home-like as 
possible. Getting up from my wet mattress, 
which had already givbn the ,cold that  it 
forewarned,' I tried to make a gipsy  fire 
within the roofless part of the place. Noj,the 
fire ,refused to go ; perhaps the sticks were 
damp. 1 abandoned that idea. Tben ' I  
dragged the  rusty cauldron, only six inches 
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deep, under the  tap, and I again dragged it, 
filled this time with water, to my mattress. 
In  the wonderful linen bag IC had carefully 
put soap, and I now prepared to have a bath 
in  the rust-encrusted cauldron. Intensely 
thankful I felt at the prospect of a bath; 
and I did really have one in this eircula-r 
diminutive basin,. 

No sooner had H soaped myself thoroughly 
than-sounds ! Yes, unmistakable footfalls 
through the cabbage plot. For once I felt 
sick with horrible fear. Caught like a rat  in 
a trap, I could not escape.  Tugging that 
blanket’  coat round myself, I cowered  down. 
Perhaps it might be the  little R.E. ? I 
waited. The footfalls  made straight for the 
courtyard ; and I scarcely breathed. Sud- 
denly a Frenchman tiptoed amongst the ruins, 
evidently searching. For what I did not 
know ! So far, he had not got up to my 
shelter ; he peered into  the neighbouring 
corners. Me looked up. He caught sight of 
me. He approached. I quailed. Then ,he 

ix2 

B TRENCHES 
. said, “ N’ayez pas p u r ,  ma fille,’’ and *enk 

As I watched his reeteating. figure, 1 felt 
’ astonished that he  showed no surprise at 

discovering ‘an English girl amoagst the 
>’ruins ! Fortunately Ï had ncit spoken,; 
perhaps he surmiseg’ that I was ’ French. 
Anyhow, It was extraordinary to find any gig1 
in such surroundings. Later, I understood 

’ ,  better. In five minutes %e was back again 
.with steaming coffee held out fol: me ta- drink ; 
’evidently I was to understand that h e  felt 
no unfriendliness nor intended to do harm 

’; of any kind. In fact, he felt this way : “ Least 
said the better ’?-for he was a looter ! 

Not long. after .this incident Tommy  came. 
4: related ,what had happened. 
“ OB, Trenchy evidently wished to loot. 

Here ,he found yer. He feared- yer might 
tell.” 

Anyhow 3 ‘saw no mòre sf the visitor; and 
had -done, only a kindly action towards me, 

On tbe other hand, I felt  that I might be 
113 
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detected here at  any hour of the  day ; it 
seemed  unwise to  stay longer than appeared 
strictly necessary in  the cottage. 

Sir Gdahad, as the little R.E. deserves to 
be  called,  came  whenever he could  get away, 
AsJ depended  on  him entirely for  food, I was 
forced,  when  h'e  could not come, to exist for 
twenty-four hours on water and a piece of 
bread ! Rain trickled into my room, in 
certain ' corners of it, while steady channels 
carne  splashing  down  where  roofless  corners 
ofTered  no protection ; already my throat 
had become, scarlet with rheumatism and I 
felt ill through hunger.  Tommy Dunn did 
his utmost for my welfare ; but he  could not 
help the weather ! If I liked, I could  cycle 
away, dressed in girl's  clothes, as' - far ' as 
Béthune, provided I left Albert. To do this 
I must abandon my project ; so long as I 
could  walk I determined to stick on  here. 

Hours passed in complete  loneliness. I 
coùld not  yet go to  the trenches in daylight ; 
1 must wait here. So I decided to have 

I I4  
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- washing-day. In  that becrusted cauldron 
I had  my first washing-day  within hail of the 
trenches. Scrubbing hard with my bit of 
soap, I then hung up  the clothes on the 
line just below the wall ; one  slender bit of 
string & had for 'a  line. There within sight of 
%he trenches, only a few yards from them, 
an English  girl hung up her washing to  dry ! 
How. strange it appeared, this  mixture of 
domestiëity and +ar ! 

After' drying my clothes in  the  hot sun, 
while I sat wrapped only in my coat, I experi- 
mented with my uniform. In those long 
hours,  when  rifle-fire kept off solitude, I learnt 
by very much practice how to  put on puttees 
so that  they do not slip about one's ankles. 
Also a padding of cotton wool requires careful 
adjustinent when it is used as padding of the 
human figure. It all took time. In my  cap 
I stuck -the R.E. badge ; after which,  facing 
the worst .difficulties last, I proceeded to 
thin myself.  Those  folds of bandaging, 
generally in use.  for hospital purpom, I 
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SAPPER DOROTHY LAWRENCE 

of death. And that corridor was  formed 
y the long line of serpentine trench. 
On  occasions  when I mingled, by daylight, 

with other soldiers, IC took care that Tommy 
r at hand. “ Good night,” said 

assers-by. Good night,” Tommy replied. 
purposely  remained silent. Neither 

did I venture among  civilians ; always 1 
feared betrayal  through,  my voice. So 1 
continued to exist on scraps, both food as well 
as conversation, ! 

.For several days I spent  my time between 
my own private ‘( barracks ”-that is, alone 
in those shell-swept  ruins-and with the 
troops. Since my arrival I had shifted my 
dug-out lest stray looters should discover 
that I kept away, whenever I went into  the 
town, from the main body of the men. 
Always 1 welcomed the privacy of my 
‘ barracks ” ; there I could get free  from 

regimentals and loosen those tight  bands 
that encircled my body. I loosened those 
bandages as often as possible ! 

I I 8  
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One night Tommy called  for me. Coming 
under cover of the cottage, he said : ‘( To- 
night I go on night shift, and yer can come, 
too ;’ meantime we  will wait here till it is 
dark. After dark we  will creep  along to  the 
courtyard, mingle with the crowd, and line 
up when they do.” 

I agreed, feeling delighted with the arrange- 
ment. We rehearsed what I must do. 

“ You remember exactly what to do.” 
‘.‘ Yes,’’ I said. 
And  some hours later we started. 
(‘ Fbllow me.” I did as I was told. I C  Now 

come  along quietly.” 
We got ?ut  to  the road, passed remnants 

of ruined wall, zigzagging in uneven shapes, 
and brickwork  loomed dark  through the 
night. 

‘‘ We are just by the barracks,” said 
Tomniy, speaking in a low  whisper. “ Those 
ruined walls  face it. Ready ? ” 

“ Yes,”l whispered, and my heart  throbbed 
somewhere in the middle of my throat. 
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first of my army, gleaned  while E was in 
Paris, secret importer of my cycle  across the 
Channel-if I remember rightly, through his 
‘kind services my cycle landed in France ; 
news o€ a war-correspondent nature he would 
convey by  hand to & certain’ London  news- 
paper. Ex - Horse Guardsman, this man, 
over 6 ft., ready to  re-enlist, rejected as “ far 
too old.” A certain renowned Whitehall 
officer, with whom I was acquainted long 
before I left England, sent  out two boxes of 
chocolates ; seated in  the forest under distant 
fire I remembered that I had munched those 
chocolates’ with relish. I realized that he 
would be dragged into  the unpleasant lime- 
light’! Two  donors of my uniform, those 
khaki laddies, men of the Leicestershire 
Regiment, whom I have described at  length; 
they fell into my little account. Poor old 
maire, who provided saMj-coutdait for Bbthune, 
unçonscious that it happened to be the 
front ! My Military Policeman,  who, at Gare 
St. Lazare, cut my hair  and subsequently 
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helped my  departure ! Scotch officers, 
Black Watch, etc,, blissfully  unconscious 
that I remained  anywhere near Albert ! 
Tommy, my accomplice, and regimental 
comrade throughout. And  one extremely 
highly  glaced  staff officer in the field ; he 
might be dragged into  this business ! The 
latter remained entirely ignorant that I 
happened to be at the front, far less that I 
*belonged to His Majesty's  Forces ! 

I decided exactly what to  do. My plans 
had  to be à b r e d ;  it had been  my intention 
to gather leisurely any news at Albert 'as war- 
correspondent, redonning 'my long green coat, 
leave Albert with my saaf-cbdtd and appear 
as a soldier in khaki at  the London  newspaper 
office. 
'' Tommy," X said, '' you have my per- 

mission to let Sergeant into the secret, say 
that there happens to be a girl in  the ranks. 
Tell Sergeant yourself. " 

I rehearsed. " Now, of course, I trust  that 

ARREST 

my identity, I do not wish  t.o leave the regi- 
.ment ; we only include yau in  the secret in 
order to safeguard my accomplices in case I 
get t knocked'  out ' or ill. NO reflection 
rests on yie>u through your knowledge of my 
identity ; in case of unconsciousness on rny 
part, you  see to it that one of the regiment 
finds  me. Let a new-comer on the scene 
be the one to disco@ my identity, En this 
way all concerned get clear of any  hand in this 
job." 

As regards the tyenches, H felt no particular 
L fear. In the event of the mine  exploding 

when Tommy and I happened to be at work 
there would be few remains to identify ; 
&O I had planned against a post-death 
charge- of. espionage. I had arranged to 
leave both my passport and will outside the 
mouth of the mine. In case I should be  blown 
up, my khaki comrades would. discover that 
passport with its photo, together with Che 

j will  enclosed in it. 'One 'day I had made my 
as done while f wa3 resting in 
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identity I chose a cottage in the town for the 

Sergeant X,, looking pleasant, without N.C. 
manner, arrived on the scene. I came right 
out, boldly in uniform, to  meet him. , 

'' At once I will set your mind at  rest on 

1 
I sergeant to hear the tale. By appointment 

i .  one  score, sergeant," I said. '' I am no 
i spy ; here is my passport. By  birth I am 

, k + ,, iP ." .English, but of Scotch and  Irish descent." 
, z  Here I produced the passport with its 

i :  
. I  ., Tg ' 
~ . ,  
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no man's land. In arranging to divulge my 

photo. 
I .  

1 A,, He seemed to  believe everything ; and he 
. .  ~ 

c i  i" 
I '  t 
j -i- 

* maintained that affable manner. He said 
very little ; only he  asked  me  one. or two 

agreeing to come another time. 

I i I=: questions. After several minutes he went, 

Both men  went out together. Later Tommy 
~ e ~ ~ r ~ e d  ; he  only  knew that the sergeant 
intended to call  on the morrow. Before he 
went, the sergeant had agreed entirely with 
my project. After  Tommy had gone I 

ARREST 

hours in my temporary refuge ; I watched 
the dusk deepening into night. Shortly  after 
thick darkness had  set in, I heard heavy foot- 
falls, and  they came towards my new abode. 
No walls . .  lay  in ruins here, in  the centre of 
the town ; neither had  this place. any gaping 
opening instead of a door. All at once the 
dòor flew  wide open ; and  in marched three 
men. I noticed the sergeant closing the 
door. Hè stood on duty, as he posted him- 
self near it. He came as escort for an arrest 
-and 1 was the person to be  placed under 
arrest ! In a tiny room that led from the 
front room, I watched the  arrival of these 
three  khaki figures. Each held a flashlight ; 
and three  fhshlights played white light  round 
the outer room. 

" oh, she's  gone ! '' said one of the 

Agaiq they looked. On the other side of 
the half-open door I stood, absolutely motion- 
less. ' These men failed to  look round the 

men, 

door, f ~~~~~~~~ securely ~~e~~~~~~~ 
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“ Oh  yes,  she's gone riebt enough. - Come 

And the three marched out.  Just as they 

I r  ‘Here, boys, it is a11 right ; I am here right 
enough.”’  And E stepped oiilt into the glare 
of the flashlights, turned full in my diTection. 

,We arrest you ín lhe King’s name.” 
“ Oh, 3 see,,” 1 said. “ Perhaps you would 

like to look at my passport.. Here it is,. 
And 1 pulled out passports with smf-comhiis  
included. b-‘ Before this  arrest  takes place 
I wish to make it clear that I am not 
a spy. I lam an English  girl.” h e  man 
turned his light on my papers,  glanced a t  
me, and seemed uncertain what to think. 
“ And you,” I said, turning to  the sergeant, 
who láoked proud of himself. ‘ I  You ajre 
the biggest blackguard P have ever met. If 
P were really a man I’d knock you  down here 
and now.” 

Standiing  stiffly to attentionl with his 

along\ ! j’ 

pulled the outer‘door I[ called out : 
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“ I am a British soldier. I am a soldier 
af the King.” It was not so much the  arrest 
that caused my indignation-it  was the way 
he betrayed me.  Doubtless he felt, however, 
that he was  fulfilling  his duty ; anyhow, of the 
dead speak no  ill, and he  was  killed o ~ l y  a few 
days  later. In  the days to  follow, it solaced my 
mind to. remember that I was never captured ; 
had .I N o t  stepped  into the outer room, they 
would have  hunted  in vain. They found my 
place. of abode, turned searchlights on it, 
and the% failed to see  me ! 

I was  placed under arrest,  and  taken through 
’the darkness, to headquarters. On each’ side 
I had a guard ; a third  man walked ahead. 
Talking as we went  along, I learnt that I 
must go -before the Colonel and  other officers, 
billeted. in one -of the large ’ Albert houses. 
Luckily darkness -sheltered  this humiliating 
little procession  from observation. For that 
shelter I felt glad. If passing  soldiers had 
stared, I should have looked so foolish ; 
as it was, the 

P 
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SAPPER DOROTHY LAWRENCE ARREST 

‘‘ You see,”’ said the perplexed Colonél, I 
.do not know what to do with you ! Here we 
.have no accommodation  for ladies, What on 
earth  to do with you I do not know.” 

Seated at  the table I lapsed into feminine 
,attitudes, despite my little khaki uniform, 
concealment being no longer  necessary. 

Anyhow you have caused excitement at  
the front,” exclaimed  ope  officer, ‘f This 
episode  will get talked  about all along the 
line.” 

And one or two officers,  filling their glasses 
from the decanter, sat nearer the table; while 
they. chuckled with amusement. 

It must  have been  eleven o’clook  when 
the. Colonel, having given orders previously, 
lighted, a candle, and escorted me to my bed- 
room.  Holding aloft this. candle, ,he led the 
way to another small sitting-room, where the 
couch, made up as temporary bed, stood near 
the piano, and looked comfortable after what 

!‘ This Ls the best we can do, P am afraida’’ 
r 3  
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second visitor, a young officer, asked for 
whatever papers I had  in my  possession. 
Accompanied by one of the Secret Intel& 
gence Department, this officer, provided with 
orders to get everything, obviously  disliked 
the job of reading my private correspondence. 
It had ent,ered  my mind that capture involved 
search; hence to safeguard my little a m y  of 
ten. I had wilfully destroyed papers likely 
to lead to their identification. When  asked 
concerning the well-known  officer in White- 
hall who had  sent  out two  boxes of chocolates, 
I owned to  the chocolates ! Whatever re- 
mained in the pockets of my khaki tunic 
supplied no better information of national 
use. than  that Major  So-and-so had despatched 
two boxes of chocolates 1 How disappointing 
for my judges ! Throughout our brief meet- 
ings the young officer behaved  with the utmost 
courtesy ; evidently he hated  the whole busi- 
ness that attended  the  arrest of a girl. 

After the search party  had gone, I remained 
alone til41 after hnch. As my wi 
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some time. . Walking away from the  sitting- 
room  one of them. said : 

‘‘ How can we get her there ? ” looking 

(‘ Have you an  extra  mount? ” I asked 
perplexed. 

as they stood beside their horses. 
“ We’ll  see what we can do,” replied the 

staff officer ; and his man went of€ t~ find a 
 QM. ~Q~~~~~~~~~~ between staff ofieer 
and me began on these lines : 

‘‘ You’ve got yourself into a pretty pickle, 

“ Oh, I’m all right,” I replied. ‘‘ What 
haven’t you ? ” 

a fuss you .fellows make’ about it.” 
’ “ But what will they  say at home ? ” he 

Meanwhile  along  came my horse ; and a fine 
mare she looked, too, Scrambling into  the 

asked. 

saddle I started off, as prisoner af war, between 
two ’ guards. Only  when at a brisk trot I: 
,realized  how fearfully difficult horseback 
lbecomes  when the rider hapgem  to be a 
buxom girl, clad in male uniform, riding 

I 3 7  
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e a man’s saddle. 1 felt a keen wish 
for those discarded bandages ; as it was 
H felt’ disgustingly immodest, in uncorseted 
‘( looseness,’’ astride  this mare. Owing to this 
feeling I made no attempt  to ride properly; 
purposely I hunched up my body, reducing 
jolts. In my estimation there can be nothing 

ance of a woman 

ked, indeed, riding 

while my companions,  feeling  convinced that 
I was  no spy, grew solicitous concerning 
my welfare. Suddenly the  bay mare . L  reared ; 
taking exception to a passing haycart, she 
showed pretty spirit  by repeated efforts to 
unseat  her rider ! Docile animals rank with 
extinct volcanoes, fit for  calm contemplation 
rather  than  as objects of practical utility 
Not one of these beasts proved my mare ;. 
resembling the  erratic temperament of woman- 
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hood, in feeling uncertain from moment to 
moment what her feminine unruly  spirit 
might next inspire, she danced on this occasion 
almost perpendicular with . the sky ! She 
and -1 engaged in  quite a heated  argument ; 
.we queried as to whether she should first 
urnseat her rider, or whether I should curb 
the fine beast without tugging - on that finely- 
tempered ~~~~~ I Together we came to 
agreement ; and  then I found time to notice 
how gale one of the escort had grown in the 
process of this incident. 

(‘ Why don’t you marry ? ” one  inquired. 
At this date I forget what reply I made; 

nor whether I asked the association  between 
curbing a horse and marriage. Shortly after- 
wards I remember that we passed  gangs of 
Labour units, working  on the roads, and  as 
these men  looked up one of my  guard  tried 
to shelter his young  prisoner by riding just 
in  front. 

Eventually we stopped at a French  hamlet ; 
here, prepared for our  arrival, a French officer 

= 39 
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er of the Secret In- 
telligenceCorgs, with information as to where 
I could  be  lodged. I was conducted into  the 
general  room of a large farm, where the pro- 
prietress,  busying herself by ladling out milk, 
stopped work to show me into a  clean, sparsely 
furnished  bedroom.  When I had  drunk 
some milk, li: was told, as another member 

e S.H. corps, that f was 
is new arrival dogged my 

in cidian clothes he 
s charge for two seconds, 

~~~~0~~~ me into  the bedroom. Then the 
staff  officer abmptly,suggested that he should 
cease  worrying  me by unnecessary  questions. 

“ Don’t bother the girl  like that,” he  said. 
In this farm I had passed  several houfs 

when, as the next move, I was taken to  the 
guard-room, not far from the farm, where 
several soldiers had assembled. Hastily 
passing through the throng, there stepped 
forward a renowned  General  who,  glancing 
in my direction, said : 

140 
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I C  Find some decent dothes fol- her ; get 
her away from  here.” 

Khaki seemed to be decent, I thought,  in 
time I of war ; however, I fear that P said 
to the august personage-General  Rawlinson, 
I believe-quite  on the  spur of the moment : 

o, other clothes were conveyed to me ; 
indeed, troops supplied khaki, but not skirts ! 
So 1: went -about, though under arrest, as a 

“ ,Fight O ! ” 

haki-clad little sofdier. 
“ Xou’re not to  stay here.” 
1 found myself confronted by six feet of 

burly good-nature dressed, .if I rightly re- 
membér, in civilian  clothes. Apparently this 
latest arrha1 belonged to Scotland Yard 
or S.I. Corps ; and it was into his  charge that 
I ”must pass temporarily. Before  evening 
set in, he drove me away in a car, drove miles 
through the country to  an unknown destina- 
tion. Those  few  weeks of semi-starvation 
and  damp  had  had their effect, and fainting 
fits and sickness made constant cross-exarnina- 

141 
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tion ~~~~~y unsatisfactory for botka parties. 
is motor side IC felt horribly 1 

showed it. 
" I feel sorry for you ; why ever did you do 

After that long ride we arrived at Senlis, 
so thev said, if 'l[ ri htl remember, though 

it 3 inquired this officer, 

tting out of the car P 
of€icers*  mess,  where, my 

adjoining room to have my dinner. Later 

time already ; unhappily my sense 
of humour was aroused, thanks to  the appear- 
ance of my latest judge, whose normal 
occupation in war- time was to  examine 
Gemam prisoners! As I happened to be 
neither German  nor spy, he proved rather 
unsuitable for examining an English girl. 
Anyone neither spy nor  German appeared 
utterly to baffle his powers. 

He arrived, on this special  mission  of 
142 
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examination, by car. I watched his arrival. 
Surrounded by two  or three  other officers, 
this little judge, standing perhaps less than 
five feet high,  emerged  from his car, muffled 
up to his  ears, though it was hot midsummer, 
begoggled,  noticeable. He advanced across 
the courtyard, deeply  engrossed in conversa- 
tion.' Arrived in  the mess-room, he sat down 
near' the shaded lamp at a writing-table ; 
and made up his mind, as it soon appeared, 
that 'f intended dnly to tell lies. In point 
of fact I followed my usual procedure ; I 
told the  truth. As no one  could  give  informa- 
tion other than I myself, I should have 
thought that  the  little man might have found 
it politic, apart from all else, to pick his way 
carefully,  unless  he  found I answered un- 
worthily.  Though subjected to the most 
searching  éross-examination, I told the simple 
truth  and nothing beyond it. '' Impossible ! 
Nonsense ! Incredible ! " These  exclama- 
tions- scarcely  helped  forward the job of 
extracting the  truth. At first I felt furious ; 

I43 
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then I laughed outright, and he felt &s- 
tinctly annoyed. At the  part of my story 
when  Senlis  came into  the narrative, I cer- 
tainly-appeared to speak contrary to  the facts 
of the case ; not. knowing that there are two 
Senlis in,France I described  _one  town  while 
he kept  in mind the other. In .particular 
I described the condition of Senlis  railway 
station ; this proyed  my  falsehoods, so he 

dieted each other. We got no forraaer.9J 
I laughed outright at certain remarks that my 
cross-examiner  saw fit t , ~  make. Further 
irritated by this flagrant lack of respect on. 
the  part of the spy, my  judge neither made 

case  nor  gave an, ,’ satisfaction 

his skill  alone for the revelation of my true 
identity, 
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TRIED AT THIRD ARMY HEADQUARTERS 

ROSS-EXAMINED by one of the 
best known  men in  the British Army 
4: failed compktely, through sheer 

truthfdness, to throw light or clarify the 
case ‘ ira his estimation., This funny little 
man, striking terror  in the hearts of German 
spies,  evoked only laqgb-ter  from an ordinary 
English girl. So I was sent .an to  the head- 
quarters of the Third Army); there to be  re- 
examined. Though feeling horribly sick, E 
had to jolt once more  over  shell-scarped 
roads which,  when  one  feels  ill, make motor- 
rides as Uncomfortable as they can be. 
Many  miles intervened between my last 
destination and  the place  known as Divisional 
headquarters. On arrival I was taken to 
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the guard-room. In  the  dark I was  con- 
ducted by an N.C.O. to my sleeping-room, 
where, stepping over  sleepless  forms, I arrived 
in a tiny room that adjoined the guard- 
room. In  the filthiest of sheets, on an un- 
made bed, I had to sleep, with eight men 
lying asleep outside my door. No woman 
was allowed to speak to me on any 
pretext whatever ; wholly a t  the mercy of 

guard-room occupants I was left for three 
nights. 

To the credit of English privates, I found 
them as chivalrous as the.soldiers who had 
already befriended me, Those men in  the 
guard-room, ashamed presumably of their 
officer’s action, endeavoured later  to make 

irksome as possible. 
Unique undertakings are removed  from 

ordinary standards of judgment owing to 
their unique character ; hence it appears 
to my mind as no argument for the defence 
of placing  me with men.that I had not shrunk 
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from  joining the  ranks as a ‘man. Lea&rs 
form their own plans ; they become, solely 
responsible  for their own campaigris.  When 
organizing the exploit, I allowed at  the 
same moment for methods to  suit  the 
exceptional. undertaking. Every man of my 
own  special army  contributed  exactly his 
share in  the furtherance of the  exploit;  and 
I saw to it that I included only picked  men, 
selected  for their fitness through qualities 
of personality as  truly as they appeared 
suited also through  fortuity of circum- 
stances. I knew exactly  what to expect 
from  each unit ; ultimately the betrayal 
owed  itself to  the fact  tha-t circumstances 
themselves included one agent in this exploit 
whom IE done never  picked as one of my 
chosen number. 

On leaving England I brought into France 
not b ‘one  written line of outside influence 
towards the accomplishment of this exploit. 
Every  item of my plans I built  up‘as I went 
along, depending on instantaneous variation 
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the  spint of the Navy, after blending  with 
it  the Army’s contribution of unwavering 
obedience. If masculinity,, as Nature’s 
endowment, had fallen to  the writer’s lot9 
probably she would have tried to be in the 
Navy, if not a member of the Law ! 

’ - Precise  analysis as to  what caused the 

! 

success of my undertaking proves an 
extremely difficult undertaking in itself ; so 
far as this 1.ittle venture succeeded I can only 
thank the, little  army to whom I owe  success. 
Why each unit readily contributed his share 
I do not know ; certainly, I ’ am not remark- 
ably pretty, hence  power of feminine  witchery 
found no place  here ! Why men  helped ? 
I do not know.  Anyhow, 1 do say “ Thank 
you ”’ to each ,of that little band. 

The day following the first night in that 
guard-room I felt symptoms of nervous  ex- 
haustion. With odd  weakness I had fits 
-of crying and I could hardly account  for these 
‘feelings.  On getting up in  the morning I 

j had brought to me, by a man, washing-water 
I49 
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German  spies 8s well as  woman's natural wit. 
I nearly laughed. In fact I arrived on the 
scene  wearing  a broad grin-. At  this moment, 
when  Allied  forces  were  hoping that a great 
victory might result from the first battle of 
Loos, I, foolishly unimportant English  girl, 
occupied the undivided attention of six 
famous  Generals, together with, approxi- 
mately, twenty staff  officers and other 
officials. Though thát fact suggested what 
was ' Iaughable, I feIt, as an Englishwoman, 
that there seemed  singular gravity  in the 
situation ; our Higher  Command  surely  lacked 
imagination and proper  perspective, other- 
wise! this  trivial escapade  never  could have 
assumed such proportions nor  claimed this 
vast  attention. 

Long ago these officers  concerned  should 
have " summed  me up " f It ought not to 
have  taken this business to dea9 with one 

. troublesome  English  girl.  Over this  matter 
X speak with due humility, respecting, as 
does every one, the wonderful bravery of o w  
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‘ l  English military, while I cannot help  feeling 
convinced that three faults reveal  themselves  imprisoned  for the duration, I know a 
as largely  responsible  for our military diffi- L powerful  London  agency that would  be 
culties in  the field. The mind of the soldier  effective for the  instant release of this 
is ignorant of human nature, is lacking in missing gi~l.” 
imagination, and insufficiently intuitive OF l Before the large  assembly, I knew in five 
agile. It is a set mind. minutes which  one  could  exercise  deepest 

“ Don’t bluff ! ” I felt  inclined to say to initiative, if faced with an emergency, it 
this august company. i know you. are , ;= , was that red-lapelled  figure, alert, smiling, 
deeply  worried ; that P have beaten your h&nan, with its legs crossed; that was Sir 
system ; ‘that virtually yo% rest in my hands, Charles  Munro ; though at the time I was 
not I in yours, until I choose to divulge what unaware of his identity. As regards my own 
I decide to tell. No one  possesses means case I felt that it would have been  easier 
to extract information  from  a  woman. No first to have blocked the way I came,  con- 
one  asks the Higher  Command, to ‘ pass sidering I was  safely under arrest, before 
under the spears ’ in this ludicrous case ; * giving  special attention to me as .an indivi- 
on the other hand do not pose as conquerors ’ I dual. These hours spent by British Generals 
over this woman  who has caught you out ’ on detailed cross-examination  could have been 
in fair game ! Three forms of punish- better occupied in preventing German  women 

I money I should  be useless if summoned ; if 

I -  . 

ment meet this off ence-only  three-shoot- 
ing,  summons,  imprisonment.  None of these 
are available in  this case. Under charge of 

from  following  my route. 
Sir Charles  Munro  took  considerable  in- 

terest, as did also  one of his brother Generals, 
espionage I can prove  innocence ; with0u.t .. in  this unique prisoner of war. But both men. 
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vvindow, in hope of passing the time, I was 
forbidden to approach any window  or  look 
from  one.  Never was I allowed out of 
sight ; and I grew to regard that guard-room 
as a kind of  Tussalmd “ Chamber of Horrors.” 
Three days and nights f Then something 
broke this regime.  One  evening I sat list- 
lessly, as usual, watching several of the men 
ckahing their brass buttons ; all a t  once the 
door opened, with a flourish, and  there  strode 
forward a handsome staff  officer in  early 
middle-life. 

‘‘ Are you Miss Lawrence 2 ” he inquired, 

‘‘ 1 am,” I teplied. 
“ I am Captain X.,” he said. ‘‘ I have Gome 

to  take you a.way from  here.” 
Outside the window strolled up and down 

that patrol on duty night and  day ; and 
he had said, “ If you try to escape  you will 
be shot in  the leg.”  Replying to this hand- 

‘‘ Ob, I am &d ta see you 1 Hearing 

smiling. 

+ some dark o-fficer I said : 
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that kind voice transformed the situation ; 
threats only 'urge rebellion in certain dis- 
positions and  that  threat  to shoot me in  the 
leg contrasted ill with this chivalry. 

Come along," said Captain X. 
I followed, thanking the guard for the 

consideration shown  me as I left. 
Of all the strange coincidences this meeting 

struck me as the oddest ! On leaving England 
I had come out, armed with o%e written  intro- 
duction. That introduction happened to be to 
a Captain ; the said Captain arranged to  meet 
me and show me around. We failed to meet. 
Weeks later a Captain appeared in  that 
guard-room. It ,was he ! And  he had 
overheard my name while at  the officers' 
mess I 

Very  soon I had confided in  this kind 
friend. To him I 'described how,  following 
my cross-examination  before the Generds, 
I had been sent for informally by Sir  Chdrles 
Munro. " What did you d~o it for ? " ,Sir 
Charles inquired. In conversation with 
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Captain X. I related what teply I had given. 
At  the outbreak of war I had volunteered 
twelve  times  for  various  forms of war-work; 
on  each  occasion I had been turned down, 
usually,due to  the fact that I had no money 
to  put in canteens, neither had I experience 
in nursing. At the commencement of war I 
equipped myself as a V.A.D. ; that was all. 
I had offered to go out where  fever raged; 
or to anything for  which I was really wanted. 
" We don't want anyone young " ! So I was 
refused. . Nothing came of my  efforts. ~t 
the  time, war-correspondents  chafed " in  the 

' t  leash " ; they were forbidden ,access to  the 
front. So I started. And I got to  the front. 
And with two and sixpence  only as my worldly 
wealth, I got there ! There is the story. 
c c  And  "-repeating what I told Sir Charles 
Munro-" as to  the sergeant through whom 
I was arrested I should like to punish  him if I 
had  the  strength ; what he did, he  achieved 
in so low  down a manner. If he had been 
to a .public  school he would not have behaved 
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in that way.” Sir Charles smiled. “,No 
public  schoolboy  could have behaved in that 
manner.” With those words our interview 
closed. But I have pleasant recollections of 
Sir Charles  Munro ; with what kiadness 
and consideration he behaved towards me. 
Before I left the Third Army 1-asked him if J 
could not be  kept  as a despatch rider. In 
reply he sent a note that failed to reach ïts 
destination;  just  as the car drove me away 
I saw the orderly fluttering it in  the direction 
of the car. But we did not  stop to  take  that 
note. Often I have wondered what it con- 
tained.  Perhaps that orderly from the 
guard-rdom happened to be he who said, 
‘‘ No, we know,  you’re not a spy. We 
are just trying to find out what you 
zare !- ’’ 

Captain X. showed interest  in all 1 had to  
say.  He happened to be acquainted with 8 

‘London friend of mine ; and this friend, 
hearing 1 was  going $o France, wrote out 
reqùesting this Captain to look  me up. 

I5 8 

AT THIRD ARMY  HEADQUARTERS 

’ soon  after my arrival  in France, Captain X. 
had planned, as already explained, for us to 
meet ; this appointment could not be kept, 
owing to military duties. So I had never 
seen this officer.  On arrest,.  after  this 
escapade, I refraiaed from asking for him. 
H did not ‘wish that his name should  become 
associated with this female  desper,ado.  On 
his return from leave to the Third Army Head- 
quarters, he overheard mention of my name. 

, c‘ What Miss Lawrence ? ” he said. “ Oh, 
don’t - ,  you  know ? There is a girl-prisoner 
-here.”  And they told him the story. Im- 

, mediately he chivalrously claimed acquaint- 
ance with me, saying, ‘‘ She must come away 
at once  from that guard-room. Whatever 
she has done she isla lady. You can’t treat 
her’ like that.” Protests followed  from all 
quarters.  Evidently he did  not realize the 
full gravity s f  the offence, etc. etc. As 
reply he  came without delay to  the guard- 
room  from  which- he took me at once. I 
became the Captain’s  prisoner of war 5 and 
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SAPPER  DOROTHY LAWRENCE 

your family,”  he  explained.  Splendid group 
of chivalrous lies ; never had we ‘met untiY 
this occasion ! “ Tomorrow  they remove 
you from here.” 

” Where to ? ” I asked. 
“ They’ll motor you to Generd Heád- 

quarters, St. Orner ; many miles drom here,’s 
he said. ‘‘ In London we shall have much 
ta talli about. But  that remains in  the 
future,” 

So I was to move again l Cross-examina- 
tion has not yet finished. Oh, how silly it 
seemed to create such  fuss over one  adven;. 
turous girl. 

Anyhow the Third Army Hezdquarters pro- 
duced one slight change  for  me. I got at last 
into woman’s  clothing. Various sources 
managed jointly this achievement ; and  there 
came from diverse quarters a pair of corsets, 
furiously bunching up a figure  €or  which 
they were  never cut, white skirt  tucked to the 
shape of  crinoline  hoops, the white cricketing 
cap, and Captain X.’s suspenders *th his 
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socks t Thus my little khaki outfit returned 
to mili t ary authorities. 

One of Captain X.’s cars drove on the 
following  morning with we to General Nead- 
quarters,  St. Omer. At  that time St. Omsr 
stood many miles behind ’ the fire  zone. It 
was decided ,that 1 should  be brought before 
the Provost-Marshal of the whole  Army ; 
and. through him  General French would pass 
decision as to my ultimate €áte. .Really I 
began to wonder whether, ‘perhaps, I was the 
All Highest himself-no greater attention 
could have been. paid to the Kaiser ! Any- 

- how I felt no regret ; when undertaking this 
kxploit I hoped, by‘its success, to make traps 
for German  spies. In  the ride to St. Omer- 
it occupied  severgl h o u r s 4  furnished my 
guard, a lcourteous member -of the Secret 
Intelligence, with whatever help I could offer 
as assistance in the tightening up of our 
system for prevention of espionage. As I 
said, German  girls  could  easily follow the same 
route as I had come.  Additional sentinels 
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should  be put on at certain  spots ; and also 
a more stringent supervision of passports 
be assured. I paid warm tribute to  the 
efficiency of the French gendarme ; through 
his  vigilance,  indeed, I had  had some narrow 
escapes. 

“ Yes,” said the officer. “ I always  feel 
that gendarmes rank amongst our best 
officials.’’ 

Throughout this conversation the .. car cut 
through miles of French scenery, made 
picturesque ,by rich  green .grass, and fringing 
white rqads that stretched. endlessly  between 
guards of sharp-pointed poplars. ‘As with 
the sudden change  made  in.  domestic  life 
between  peace days  and war, SO this lovely 
French countryside produced on its earthy 
surface that acute demarcation between 
prosperity and ruin. In Northern France, 
there appeared to be no medium condition 
between desolated country and rich fertility 
unspoiled i as the  earth gaped with shell 
wounds, it seemed to look  upon that tranquil 
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sky overhead with mute appeal f6? vengeance, 
and  the silence of Mother Earth grew in 
potency - by surroundings of undisturbed 
fertility. 

During our long ride one interval occurred 
when,’briefly-asking  permission, a distinguished 
French officer got into  the  front  seat of the 
car. As to his destination I knew nothing ; 
what attracted my attention was the manner 
of his departure ‘from his troops. It seemed 
significant of French military tactics. This 
officer came up to the car, with quick and 
nervous tread,  as though lightly picking his 
steps, in  the manner peculiar to the French 
race ; and his troops, falling into line, with 
graceful movement, yet  automatic precision, 
stood to  the salute, standing in single  file 
one behind the‘  other. Forty seconds  com- 
pleted that military send-off; in it there 
appeared ceremony without the delay of 
official function. In England there seems 
always so much fuss in concentrating atten- 
tion exactly on conventional observances 5 
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if our Generals take leave of their  suite it 
+akes far longer than  forty seconds, and the 
departure, compared with similar occurrences 
in  the French army, lacks  graceful action 
and precision. This I remark, only by the 
way. 
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IN A CONVENT 

I N that narrow  mean street of St. Orner, 
town made famous by centuries of 
history, there drew up a car, with 

its incongruous  modern  look and its raucous 
hoots. And I stepped  out, to blot further 
the landscape of wonderful  buildings and 
summer sky, wearing that crinoline little 
skirt, boy’s sporting hat, a staff  officer’s 
shoes, and Captain X.3 best suspenders and 
socks ! 
‘‘ You’d perhaps like to buy a few clothes 

here ? ” queried my guard ; he numbered 
amongst the nicest of my new acquaintances, 

I assented, with real  pleasure. Captain X. 
had insisted that I should accept a temporary 
loan until- my retgfn acrossihe water. 
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“ Yes, may I ? ” I asked. 
“ Run along, then.” 
And B was  allowed out of sight for half an 

hour. During that time I managed to buy 
shoes and stockings, though the other clothes 
had to do until I could get to London. As 
to souvenirs I kept Captain X’s suspenders ; 
and I have them to-day ! As also the khaki 
handkerchief of a private soldier. 

On arriving at headquarters  my  guard 
alighted ; and  after several minutes had 
elapsed I heard : 

IC No, it is all Bright,  Miss Lawrence, you 
need not corne in. I have arranged that’ for 
you. The Provost-Marshal will  see you 
later. ’ ’ 

Seeing that  he  had delivered his charge 
at headquarters, this officer, badly needed 
at the Third Army, prepared to take his de- 
parture. His ready courtesy won my  grati- 
tude  and I offered heartfelt  thanks  as he left 
me.  Coming out from headquarters, a . “  red 
tab ” staff officer took his vacated place at 
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my side. Soon I discovéred that I had  lost 
one  genial  companion to get this pale,  cold 
official. His intention was to improve the 
shining hour by ‘‘ making hay while the 
sun shone ” in efforts to reform this young 

* renegade,. 
“ I suppose you  know that you are being 

housed at ‘State  expense ? ” In like manner 
.he  zontinued. He seemed unchivalrous in 
his ,effort to  take advantage of my helpless 
position at  the moment ; fortunately, the 
stoppage of our car, after only a few minutes, 
put a stop to  this staff officer’s  unwelcome 
remarks. 

Looking  from the car window, I saw  for- 
midable walls,  resembling those of a prison, 
which later appeared as  the exterior of Le 
Convent de bon Pasteur. 

l‘ You’re to be placed in  this convent,” 

So the end of it all meant convent life, 
perhaps ’for the duration j’ ! Horrors ! 1 
was to enter  this place  whence Sisters never 
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left ! The Convent  de ban Pagteur belonged 
to one of the  strictest Romanist orders ; no 
nun  left its precincts. 

‘‘ Come along ! ” 
And I was marshalled through ,that great 

door, and shown into a small room  flanked 
by an iron grill. This grill separated the 
room  from all other parts of the building. 
Stooping down to  the  tiny square door, 
forming part of the grating, the Sister spoke; 
she then disappeared, to inform La Mère  of 
oqrl arrival. 

After some  brief  words  between  staff 
officer and La Mère, bearing on this luckless 

prisoner of war,” clang went the iron door, 
echoing its ring across stone-paved floors ; 
1 was shut off froa all <worldly sights and  -in 
company withathis little  band of holy women. 
With a kind smile La Mère,  one of France’s- 
old aristocrats, led th,e  way towards my 
room. I can hear  in memory to-day that 
hollow sound of footfalls, claaking against 
stone floors ! In my clean  bedroom 1 found 
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little  distraction except in  that huge Saint 
whoever he happened to be I He never took 
his eyes oe me. But he was made of stone, 
*-thank goodness ! 

,+ Meals carne by  the hand of a young novice. 
They were served with perfect daintiness ; 
and I enjoyed the fresh, luscious pears, red 
wine, and warm milk. 

Young oEcers called  from headquarters. 
They spoke from behind the grating, as 
they handed through it for me to read With 
the AZZies and  another book. 

Three hundred SisteTs approximately, if B 
remember rightly, ‘comprise the occupants of 
this convent. And I experienced  from  each 
wopain nothing but  the kindest treatment 
throughout the two weeks spent behind 
convent walls. Shyly Sisters used to seek 
out  this young desperado of their own sex ; 
and with the frank curiosity of children, 
these people asked hundreds of questions. 
And all about  what exactly I had done ? 
Knots af black-robed  figures wed to gather 
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round me on summer  evenings,  walking 
backwards along sandy walks, utterly en- 
thralled at the adventures of a woman  who 
had got out to  the big  world, 

At  seven  o'clock  one  evening I sat  up  in 
bed,  dressed in man's pyjamas, eating my 
dinner in Divisional headquarters, without 
one  woman  anywhere near ; and'seven o'clock 
on .the following  evening  saw the same girl 
as centre figure of a group, where nuns 
crowded footpaths ' to , hear adventurous 
stories in the sacred precincts of a strict 
Romanist ordes  where man was anathema 1 
Truly, life  moves  by  quick  changes, ranging 
with the rapidity of cinema pictures. 

While at  the cónvent I used voluntarily 
to attend services in  the beautiful little chapel 
that adjoined the main building, One 
evening stands  out  in my memory. It wa5 
not ,associated with the services at the chapel 
just mentioned. P t  was  one of those perfect 
evening6 that seem to.. send a hush over all 
the  earth, with just that tinge of foreboding 
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sadness to remind  one that autumn  stands 
waiting with its scythe, and  death awaits in 
readiness to gather its winter of full harvests. 
Such a night it was ; and I remember it. 
Acres of fruit-garden ranged with row upon 
row  of heavily-laden pear-trees, stretching 
%s the background of that gaunt grey  build- 
ing with its rooms divided into sleeping 
rooms  or  schoolrooms-teaching at  the con- 
vent school  occupied the Sisters each day. 
Ènclosing the convent grounds a high  wall, 
Pike 'prison walls,  divided this quiet place 
from the noisy  world outside, while, within 
the grounds,  walking in-  akd  out between 
lanes of fruit trees, black and white  figures 
cast shadows  on the sun-flecked  grassy  slopes 
that led up  to a huge granite crucifix. The 
crucifix stood fixed in  the farthest corner of 
the convent grounds.  Narrow paths  inter- 
laced in graceful curves of bright brown 
gravel throughout the wide  grounds. 

Across this scene there drifted the mono- 
tonous tone of '' Priez .pour nous ! Priez 
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these Sisters wandered.  Such childlike eyes 
they possessed. They wondered at  what I 
ba,d to tell. Again the scene changed. 
Through that solemn hush with which Nature 
clothes the dying days of anidsummer-weather, 
evening crept slowly  'with slanting shadows -; 
at this sign the nuns gathered together in one 
group on the gravel paths  that  lay fringed 
with grass. They ended that day with 
vesper prayet La Mère stepped forward 
from the cluster of $lack and white forms ; 
slowly  falling to her knees on  thè red gravei, 
the black  figure, grouped about with other 
black figures, flung the folds of her bJack 
gown across vivid green of grass, and, with 
each nun,  knelt with bowed head, in prayer. 
The Hue sky faded gradually into sober grey, 
pushing the crucifix farther  into  the shadows. 
The sounds of Latin  chants  drifted across the 
grounds, and higher up B whir of passing 
friendly aeroplanes announced that Allies 
kept  guard over prayer and children. 

In scho~l hours I felt very bored. After 
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reading the two hooks I had nothing to do. 
So I usdd to visit the guinea-pigs ; and I had 
one  offered as a gift. - Omer, as I called him, 
later  returned to England, and subsequently 
died  from spontaneous combustion ! In 
brief, he overate himself ! On two occasions 
English officers paid official visits. Three 
charming young  officers, staying behind the 
iron bars, brought with them a paper, which 
I was asked to sign. I put my signature to 
the narrative I had given of my doings. 
'' I am afraid I must ask you to sign this,"- 

courteously said one  officer, speaking rather 
apoiogetically- 

So I signed. How quickly human alrimals 
acqpire h'abits ! As I read before  signing, T 

dound that I was  caressing my  short  hair 
after  the manner practised by men  when 
they  appear deep in thought ! And these 
officers did  laugh as they noticed this 
masouline trait 1 They inquired if S were 
comfortable in every way.  And did I want 
anything ? 
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“ My freedom ! ” ,I  said.  Though  within 
spacious  grounds, I felt that these walls 
limited where I might walk .; as with all 
British people, I groaned  under captivity, 
be it ever so unfettered. On arrival my 
knife, too, had been taken away ; that large 
clasp-knife ! It looked so dangerous ; maybe 
“ They ” feared I contemplated  murder and 
suicide.  On  my exit from the convent, the 
knife  was returned 1 

Time  weighed  heavily  on  my hands 3 occa- 
sionally I went to  the nuns’  room,  where  these 
ladies sat all round the room,  busied  with 
needlework  for the poor. At other times I 
hunted for  ripe  pears ; and they weye juicy 
too ! In  that convent 1 became a sort of 
mascot,  pampered and. beloved,  despite my 
wickedness l 

In very wicked  moments I used, to say : 
‘ I  I’ll get  you all out, and I’ll find h s b a n d s  

for yöu. Here  you  are, stuck away  here, 
wasting pretty faces and young  lives. It is 
awful ! And  I’m stuck here just so long 8s 
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any news that I may  have  gathered is mt 
;too stale for  London  papers ; when any war 
news  no  longer is London  news, I shall be 
released ! That I quite realize. I see their 
game ! ” Peals of laughter : and ‘‘ But we 
don’t  want  husbands ! ” said one  or  two 
voices ; other Sisters  remained  silent ! 

‘‘ After the war you will come out and stay 
W‘iths, won’t you ? ” said my hostesses. 

‘‘.I will,  please.’’ And I hope to keep that 
promise. 

Two weeks  passed in the convent. ‘Then 
I heard news.  Lord French, or  Sir John 
French,  as  he was in those  days,  gave  orders 
that I should return to England. 

“ What shall I send you from home ? ” I 

“ Some custard powder and a big ball,” 
came the odd  reply. 

I sent the powder  with an English  football. 
Later both came  back to my London  address 
by  order of the military authorities ! That 
seemed such a pity ! Why return harmless 
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gifts, especially as the children so wanted 
their promised ball ! 

The Provost-Marshal,  General Bunbury, 
sent for  me  from the convent. In a polite 
little note, written  in his own handwriting, I 
heard that he, renowned General, and Provost- 
Marshal of the British Army, required. my 
presence at a given hour 5 one of the N.C.O.'S 
would Gall for me. 

Soon I confronted the sixth General I was 
to meet in connection with this affair. In 
,outward manner the sevesity of the Provost- 
Marshal  usually  repelled, perhaps, though 1 
felt drawn to this grave and dignified  old man. 
With perfect courtesy this English gentle- 
man treated me as a lady, though his  seeming 
frigidity never unbent for  one moment. In 
striking  contrast I noticed the weather- 
beaten bronzed  face, evidently the face of an 
Indian veteran, as compared with the jovial 
ruddy faces  of the five  Generals  whom I 

said when I was to  leave €or England and by 
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what route. With perfect taste he purposely 
revealed that he had been  compelled to 
.read the  letters I had written while at the 
convent, yet he made the revelation 'with- 
out embarrassing his prisoner. He simply 
said : 

" What made you think that you were to 
be kept at  the convent ? '" referring thus to 
the  conknts of my letters ! 

l n  a few minutes my interview with the 
General had finished ,; only Islanders can 
appreciate what intense relief accompanies 
release  from captivity. 

I said f' good-bye " to  the convent. And 
what a splendid sehd-off the nuns gave 
on that occasion ! Delightful forethought 
those Sisters showed. They came up with 
offerings of little treasures, perhaps a sacred 
card kept carefully  for ten years, and what- 
ever  also the Sisters really valued, Orner, 
squeaking, packed himself into  the cab, and 
I followed, together with the presents and an 
officer.  One incident stands 'out  in my 
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mind.  Nearly every soldier off duty when I 
left St. Omer  came to give  me a send-off. 
It was  fine of them ! And I did appreciate 
their action, though I felt the honour to be 
undeserved, Each soldier came to shake 
hands at  the window of the car. So I went. 
In my ear rang : 

More of us would have .come,  only authori- 
ties have kept  rather quiet about it ; not all 
the men know.” 

Anyhow I look back with gratitude  to  that 
send-off. As yet I remained “ prisoner of 
war..”  Under escort 1 drove to Boulogne,. 
I remained under surveillance in  the shed 
occupied by Secret Intelligence Officers a t  
Boulogne till time to board the boat. Un- 
fortunately, I: looked very conspicuous with 
my cropped hair and “ crinoline ” skirt, 
and I could not hope to escape  notice on the 
Channel boat. With very mixed  feelings I 
stepped on board ; one-third of my life  would 
I have given to possess  one of those “ roviag ’’ 
commissions so readily afforded to accredited 
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war-correspondents.  And I did so want to 
do  work in  the war zone ! Instead, here I 
boarded boat for  home ! On the other hand,, 
I was to go into freedom. At  this  juncture 

. 1 wondered what (‘ the paper,” that powerful 
newspaper,  would say on my  return. Under 
cross-examination I had said, ‘‘ Please under- 
stand that no  newspaper has  sent me out. I 
am a’free lance. I only worked as unattached 
reporter on  so-and-so paper up till the time I 
left for France. It i s  true I wanted to get 
,news  for that paper ; the responsibility  for 
this escapade rests entirely with me.”  Coming 
home without any war news, I wished that 
seczecy should be maintained so far  as the 
.newspaper itself  was concerned; this matter 
looked thoroughly disreputable to anyone 

\ unacquainted with the  true circumstances 

People to-day will probably think that I 
must have been  immoral at the front ; reading 
this account they will say, “ Pooh ! of course 
those soldiers did not behave in that way  for 
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nothing ! ” They did ! And I write this saYi% í c  Well, I -call that damn good.’9 He 
book as a result of British chivalry. And I knew the spirit of the Allied forces ; and 
it was  chiefly  simple  soldiers  who  showed 1 have learnt how grandly that spirit 
this chivalry. From my own  words I stand abides. 
judged ; for the sake of British and French 
men, whether civilian or military, I hope that 
I shall be believed. Upon the wide  world I 

> I  

throw this book, confident that  Truth will 
out ; I have nothing to hide and I have told 
the  truth.  What people think  about me 
matters extremely little ; although the chief 
figure in  the incidents of the book E desire 
that  in  the spirit of it I may be only the 
background on which  English  soldiers, to- 
gether with valued friends a t  home,  figure 
as real heroes with mora1 combats as well as 
herdes  when  seen with guns in  the field. 
Remember that I passed through the lines, 
dressed as a girl, that I lived amidst a French 
army,  and within an English camp, that I 
lived two weeks under fire as a soldier, yet I 
return  to England without any cause  for 
regret. I echo the tribute of a Colònel, 
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,ON BOARD 

EWS of my adventure had travelled ; 
I realized it as I got on board. 
And I discovered that additional 

interest marked this particular voyage  owing 
to  _two other conspicuous  figures  present 
with me in  the same, boat. Mrs. Pankhurst, 
accompanied  by another prominent  suffra- 
gette, crossed  over, also a Colonel, remarkable 
as having  risen  gradually  from the ranks 
to his  present  position,  The Colonel and I 
conversed at length. Also  Mrs. Pankhurst 
carne up to where I stood.  She  asked if I 
would speak at a forthcoming  meeting. Later 
this idea was  quashed by D.O.R.A. 

Arriving at Folkestone I underwent  cross- 

ON BOARD 

have been ten times that I was  examined. 
Hustle possessed Folkestone quay as the boat 
dropped  anchor.  Busy  men stood behind a 
long  bench  where,  parcels  plumped  down, 
every package. was  examined ; and two 
women, having an equally busy time,  searched 
female  passengers, as they assembled  under 
woodwork  sh.eds  for that formality. I was 
brought  before a khaki offices  who, typically 
Irish, wanted to hear  full details of my  esca- 
pade.  This  man  exacted certain promises; 
he had some  claim to respect-his youth 
temporarily  smashed  by partial paralysis 
all  down  one  side,  through  wounds  receiv.ed 
in action. He looked what .he was : an Irish 
hero D.S.O. ; blue-eyed,  humorous, brave, 
impulsive ! Intently he  listened to all I- 
had to say. No comment  openly  did  he 
make.  One  graceful act he  offered, I , 

thought J he deliberately  limped  along at my 
side  when I had to appear on the public 
platform ; he  carefully  avoided that on- . 

lookers  should  mistake me for a captured spy. 
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While waiting at  the  quay, people 
showed markeil kindness 3 canteen ladies 
freely ‘ I  treated ” me at the canteen, re- 
served for soldiers ; one  old .. fisherman 
came up  and shook hands with me; 
people made everflhing as  easy as pos- 
sible for this short-haired “ prisoner of 
war.” / 

The night following my arrival in England 
I had to  stay in Folkestone, ratber I was 
asked if 1: would stay.  In  the typical  sur- 
roundings of a fisherman’s  home I spknt the 
night with Folkestone fisher-folk around ; 
seated at  the supper-table, eating my fish- 
supper, I heard the first English news; a 
Folkestone woman had  cut her throat through 
the horror of the  latest air  raid ! So there was 
no  getting away from war ! Residence in 
England only meant that people met war 
in one  .form  while fighters in  the firing-line 
met it in another form. Here, in England, 
people lived in perpetual peril of sudden 
attack by air, while soldiers in- the firing- 
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line lost .any sense of wariness through  their 
perpetual preparedness ! 

Before I left. Folkestone one ordeal took 
place. In an embarrassing interview with the 
officer  who had won the D.S.Q. X promised 
not to divulge any information till I got 
permission. In making that promise, I sacri- 
ficed the chance of earning by newspaper 
articles writtea on this escapade ; as a girl 
compelled to earn  her livelihood, I lost,, 
temporarily anyhow, all ,material gain by 
that promise.  One of England’s heroes 
exacted it,  and  that I found worth noting. 
And he said : 

‘ I  I ask for the sake of the country.” 
In  the interval between my  arrival a t  

Folkestone and  departure for London, tele- 
phone  messages weFe exchanged  between 
Scotland Yard and  the young Irish. officer 
here. The  Yard was  notified at what  hour 
I was to travel ; and it sent an inspector, 
who waited for me a t  the railway station. 
As the  train steamed  out from Folkestone 
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an officer, tiptoeing on the footboard, 
said : 

c t  You  shall  have a medal  for  special  war 
service.” 

But it has  never  come ! Hardly surpris- 
ing ! Why on earth. should 1 have any 
medal  for  making of myself a general  nuisance ? 

To this day I feel thankful, however, that I 
created Gsejgl nuisance.  Nothing  note- 
worthy  occurred till Orner and I alighted 
on the London  platform ; then there came 
forward  immediately a tall plain-clothes  de- 
tective.  He  took the pair of us as far  as the 
Yard. 

“ You  wait in the hall,” 
I waited,  as “ prisoner of war,”  inside 

Scotland Yard., He reappeared. 
“ All right, you  need not come in.” And 

he  smiled  pleasantly. I C  Go now, but f,or 
ten days  keep  us  notified of your  address.” 

No longer  prisoner of war, I passed  from 
the stone  portals of Scotland  Yard out to the 
Embankment. Just  at  that hour the Em- 
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bankment  lights  dodge  each other fitfully 
along the ever-moving  waters of calm  old 
Thames.  Under  my  arm I held that little 
parcel,  squeaking  Omer, as practically all I 
had brought from France, and slowly  walked 
along,  passing  begrimed tramps in  wretched 
sleep,  with  heavy steps. In this big  London 
city I do not think that anyone felt lonelier 
than I !  Just home  from the front, I had 
nowhere to go ! No friends knew that I had 
come  back ; and my own  house had been let 
to foreigners. . So I had homelessness as 
immediate  prospect ! I had to  think. Even- 
tually I solved the problem. On some  friends 
E would pay a call ; perhaps .they could put 
me up for the night. So I went  my  way- 
at home without a home, yet just “ home ’’ 
from the front. 
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